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Starting Lineup 
For Lehigh Ganie 
Bombers Open Varsity 
LE 
LT 
LG 
C 
RG 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
Probable Starting Lineup 
vs. Lehigh 
OFFENSE 
Alan Guenther ( 87), Alan Burczak ( 46) 
Gary Meierdiercks (76); John Garvey (72) 
Steve Hyman (69); Kurt Buckhout (60) 
This fall I.C.'s football for. 
tunes will rest upon the should-
ers of veterans from last years 
4-4 squad, as well as, a surpris-
ingly large number of new.1 
comers. 
,RT 
RE 
l~B 
FB 
RHB 
Gary Worden (65); Michael Barton (53) 
Bob Krenzer (61); Kurt Buckhout (60) 
Frank Walter (74); Eric Ludemann (89) 
Eric Ludemann ( 89); Richard Jos~ph ( 81) 
Paul Giroux ( 12); Frank Slattery ( 11) 
Bob Schneider ( 84); Daniel Parson ( 22) 
Robert Armstrong ( 44); Rodney Howell ( 32) 
Arthur Marangi (25); Norman (Rick) Gehler (42) 
DEFENSE 
Among the veterans expected 
to lead the Bombers are Steve 
Hyman, Captain, and a starting 
guard since his sophomore year; 
Frank Walter, tackle, making an 
heroic comeback after a serious 
back injury; Al Gunther, end, 
and leading pass receiver on last 
years squad,. and Bob Schneider, 
another end with great speed. 
LE 
~'LT 
LB 
:\IG 
RB 
RT 
RE 
FB 
Jack Michalak (85); Laurence Nevil (82) 
George Kiley ( 79); Thomas Ficorelli ( 77) 
Chuck Schirmer ( 67); Raymond Del\farco ( 51) 
Bill Horne (50); Wesley Kissel (80) 
Jim Ryan (23 ); Joseph Ariolo (36) 
Steven Forman (70); Thomas Ficorelli (77) 
Tom Tyksinski (57); David Bonney (33) 
Lou Spiotti (30); Tom Tyksinski (57) 
• LHB 
l-ffiB 
Art Marangi ( 25); Ronald Fuller ( 45) 
Tom Fay (21); Daniel Vena ( 40) 
John Westbrook (34); Robert Aloan (20) 
Dillingham Chairs 
Riding Club Show 
/4 The Ithaca College Riding Club 
will hold its annual horse show 
on Sunday, Sept. 24, on the Col-
lege campus, starting at 9 a.m. 
and continuing until late after-
noon. 
Howard Dillingham, who has 
donated a President's trophy for 
the high point horse champion, 
is honorary chairman of the show. 
' The trophy will remain at the 
College, but the winner will re-
~ve a replica, suitably enscribed. 
:'•.-There will be English equita-
tion, jumping, Western game and 
pony classes, with trophies or 
cash prizes· offered. 
Judge will be Mrs. Herbert Cut-
ler, AHSA, of Woodstock. Mrs. 
William Longaker of Ithaca will 
be ringmaster. Other officials in-
clude Mrs. Ruth AbbOtt, secre-
tary; George Schoonmaker, an-
nouncer; and Dr. Raymond B. 
Hillman, DVM, veterinarian. 
I Officers of the Club are John 
I Dunbarcooper; Monrovia, Liberia; 
president; Daphne R. Hammond, 
Ithaca, secretary; and Dorothy E. 
Beda, Barrington, m., treasurer. 
i=
e Club advisor is Mrs. William 
Ware, whose husband is a 
ember of the facluty of the 
hool of Health and Physical Ed-
ation. 
' 
Sister Named 
Associate To 
Father Graff 
by Ellen Gold 
Sister Barbara Ann Foos has 
recently been named an associate 
to Father Graff ·bf the Ithaca Col-
lege Chaplain's Office, located in 
Dorm 3. 
Sister Barbara Ann, who has 
her Ph.D. in mathematics, served 
as Chairman of the Math Depart-
ment of Nazareth College, 
Rochester, N. Y., before coming 
here this year. 
This is the first time that there 
has been a nun at Ithaca as a 
member of the religious staff. 
The primary purpose is to have 
someone specific for the girls on 
campus to speak with, but any-
one wishing to speak with the 
Sister may do so. 
Sister Barbara Ann will advise 
the Newman Apostolate, Y.C.S. 
(Young Christian Students), and 
conduct lectures and discussions 
on religion. In addition, two math 
classes, "Finite Math," and "What 
is Math?", will be taught by the 
Sister. 
"I like Ithaca College-the peo-
ple and the campus," was the Sis-
ter's comment. 
In the backfield, Ithaca enjoys 
its greatest amount of depth at 
Quarterback. With returning let-
termen Frank Slattery and Paul 
"Scooter" Giroux, as well as, the 
experienced Art Asselta, I.C. 
will experience little difficulty 
in scoring from the air. Scoring 
on the ground, however, may be 
a different story. With Rick 
Gehler and Bob "Brute" Arm-
strong the only experienced run-
ning backs, a lot will depend 
upon the development of sopho-
mores Tim McNell and Rod 
Howell. If the running game does 
not show improvement then I.C. 
may be forced to use the versa-
tile Art Marangi at both offen-
sive and defensive halfback. 
Another possibility is that of 
moving "Scooter" Giroux, last 
year's leading rusher to half-
back. 
Dating 
Lounge 
Opens 
by Toni Seger 
Ithaca College's dating lounge 
opened with a "sing-in" Monday 
night at 7:30 p.m. Chairman John 
Belaus provided piano players 
Jeff Berger and Dave Horowitz, 
and a singer, Alice Flaum. As 
singers increased including Jere-
my Sitkin who made the Terrace 
Cafeteria sound like auditions 
for Fiddler on the Roof. 
The dating lounge also includes 
a T.V., playing cards, and games 
for all I.C. co-eds who want an 
enjoyable evening safe from the 
forthcoming cold of Ithaca's long 
winter. 
All participants, both noisy 
singers and silent watchers, 
thoroughly enjoyed the evening. 
Said one: "Without the dating 
lounge, couples returning from 
town or not wishing to go to 
town in the evening, would 
literally have no place to go.'' 
John Belaus was quite pleased 
with the opening turnout and ad-
mited he did not expect the one 
hundred plus students who came. 
"If the dating lounge stays this 
popular, we'll have to keep both 
lounges open," he stated. 
I 
Season Against JLehigh 
by James San Marco 
·--·-· -- _,,_ ............ ,. ::5. 
Captain Steve Hyman 
The kicking game will be 
handled by punters "Brute" Arm-
strong and Soph Dan Vena and 
soccer style placement kicker 
Bob Swadling and Soph Dave 
Bonney. 
Offensively, newcomers that 
bear watching are Bob Krenzer, 
guard from LeRoy; Eric Lude-
mann, tight end from Canan-
daigua; Gary Meierdiecks, tackle 
from Elmont; and Gary Worden, 
center from Binghamton. 
The defensive unit, having lost 
six starters via graduation, is not 
as weak as might be expected. 
George Kiley, Bill Horne, and 
Jack Michalak, all two year let-
termen, are three of the best de-
fensive linemen the Bombers 
,· 
Nadelman Votedl 
leader of IEU B 
The Egbert Union Board has 
elected its top officers for 1967-
68. They are Jess Nadelman, 
president; and Dieter Scherer, 
vice president. Both have been 
highly active over their years at 
the College. 
Mr. Nadelman expressed the 
following views upon assuming 
the position: "To most students 
on this campus the union is a 
receptacle for their cigarette 
butts, their empty cups of Pepsi, 
and their vomit after a wild Fri-
day night. It's been said every 
year by every Egbert Union 
Board president: "This will be 
the year!" 
"The Egbert Union Board this 
year is going to make> it your 
year. We don't need you, but I 
think after you hear what we will 
offer you, you will need us." 
"Beware: EUB is out to mess 
your minds.'' 
Mr. Nadelman is currently ac-
cepting applications for Egbert 
Union Board membership. 
standards, is large on ability and 
desire. Ray DeMarco adds ex-/ 
pericnce as a back up man. Back 
for a third season at the "mon-
ster" back position is the in-
comparable Louis "Bull" Spiotti. 
Soph Joe Triolo is one to watch. 
Chuck Schirmer 
have ever had. Aided by Juniors 
Tom Tyksinski and Tom Ficorelli 
at tackle and end, the Bomber 
front line will be rather impres-
sive. Tackle Robert "Budda" 
Dowell is a soph to watch and 
it won't be difficult finding him 
as "Budda" is all of 6' 4" and 
270 lbs.!!! 
I.e. is also in good shape at 
the linebacker position with four 
returning lettermen. Chuck Schir-
mer, who received All-American 
mention last year, may develop 
into I.C.'s best linebacker ever. 
Jim Ryan, small by linebacking 
Damage in IC Dorms 
Is Estimated 
by T. Clark 
The Ithaca College dormitories 
have been damaged extensively 
during their relatively short 
existence on South Hill. With no 
specific record kept until last 
year, Mr. George Herren, Direc-
tor of College Properties feels 
that the problem is not improv-
How well the defense stops its 
opponents this year may well de-
pend upon the performance of 
defensive backs Art Marangi and 
Tom Fay. Both lettermen last 
year, they are being counted on 
heavily to top opposing aerial at-
tacks. Among those vying for 
the third backfield position are 
Senior Ron Fuller and Soph 
John Westbrook. 
The general consensus regard-
ing the Bomber's chances is that 
lack of depth, especially at of-
fensive and defensive halfback, 
will hurt the Bombers in the 
early going. One thing is certain, 
however, that anytime an Ithaca 
College Football Team takes the 
field there's going to be one 
HELL of a battle!!! 
Drug 
Lecture 
Given 
The physchological background 
of many illegal users of drugs wil' 
be described next Monday eve-
ning, Sept. 25, when the second 
of the College-sponsored lectures 
on drugs is given in Walter Ford 
Hall at 8. Dr. Burton Angrist, 
who has done extensive research 
into the personalities of men and 
women treated at New York City's 
Becllevue Hospital, will reveal 
some of the world's foremost au-
thorities in his field. 
The lecture will be followed by 
a question and answer period. 
ing. The lecture has been arranged 
The total cost on damage to by the College's Illegal Drug Con-
furn~ture alone in the 66-6? ac~- trol Committee, headed by Dr. 
dem1c year totaled. $4,630. This David Hammond, Administrative 
averages to approximately s1.5o Director of the College Health 
per student. Mr. Herren stat~d 11 Center. The committee includes 
that the amounts for the m- members of the faculty adminis-
dividual dorms varied greatly as tration and student bod~. 
follows: I S k . th· . f 1 
. . a e· 3 13 pea ers m 1s series o ec-Doi ms with no dam g · • • tures are presenting facts, rather 
14, 15, 18- than conjectures and opinions, 
With less than $10 per dorm: says Dr. Hammond. Listeners will 
1, 2, 4, 5, 16. 17, 20, 21, 22, 23. be able to make their own con-
Those dorms with extensive clusions, based on what they hear 
damage: Dorm 6--$283.70 from the men who are experts in 
7- 185.90 .
1 
their field, he points out. 
8- 45.30 
9- 216.30 
Men's Hi-rise- 875.30 
Mr. Herren stated that most of 
the damage is due to the care- : 
lessness of a minority of stu-
dents. He feels the damage 
could be reduced greatly if "each 
student realized that everytime a 
structure is damaged, it costs the 
college more funds which could 
be put to more effective use 
elsewhere. 
Peter Vandervelde, superin-
tendant for the High Rise and 
Terrace dorms also feels that 
carelessness is the number one 
factor. Twenty-five typewritten 
pages of objects missing from 
these dorms were compiled over 
the summer recess. 
OF SPECIAL 
INTEREST IN THE 
ITHACAN THIS WEEK 
"'v 
Drinking Pg. 2 
Bird Haven Pg. 3 
Editorials Pg. 4 
Focus Pg. 4 
Letters Pg. 5 
Magicle Division Pg. -6 
Cartoons Pg. 10, 11 
Lehigh Lineup Pg. 12 
Sports Desk Pg. 14 
Coaches Pg. 14 
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171 at Quarry 35% Won't Return to IC 
Quarry Dormitory, off-campus Approximately 35% of this marks; otherwise he would never 
girls dorm, houses about 171 year's student body (not includ- have been accepted. Whether he 
Freshmen and upperclassmen. ing graduating seniors) will not makes it or breaks it depends on 
The reasons for living here range be returning to Ithaca College his own determination and per-
from necessity to desire, by the next fall. This figure can be severence. As for those who com-
college and students respectively. broken up among the classes as plain about being required to 
If Quarry Dorm was to be closed 18~;. of the freshman class, 15'/o take subjects outside of their 
171 students would not be able of the sophomores, and 2'/o of major, Mr. Newsom explains that 
to attend I.C. the juniors, according to Mr. there are some colleges that die-
According to Dean Hood, Dean Robert Regala, registrar. tate every subject that one must 
of Women, residents of Quarry Some of these people will be· take to get his degree, while 
were selected from the date of getting married or transferring to others give the student a com-
payment received, NOT by when other schools, but about half of plctely free hand in determining 
the payment was sent out by the them will be made up of those his classes. Ithaca College is try. 
students. An impartial secretary students who couldn't quite make ing to reach the happy medium 
put date of acceptance on pay- it and got the axe. Most people by requiring some ·courses in 
ment as it was received at the say, "Oh, that's too bad." or order to supply the student with 
college, after being processed "Those are the breaks.", and a well-rounded education, and yet 
and negotiated by the bank. Each then they go on playing pitch or still giving him a choice in choos-
payment received on a certain have another beer, little suspect- ing his electives. These required 
date was filed according to alpha- ing that maybe THEY might be non-major courses are not so 
helical order and this is the a casualty soon, or even caring complicated and involved as to 
standing of each girl in Quarry_ what went wrong with their lower the student's entire aver-
Last April the college wanted friends that didn't go wrong with age to the point where he is 
to close Quarry because living themselves. They might say that suspended from school. 
Bottling cvrtry individual order of liquor while the custome,r waited, was once the task of the local 
liquor dealer. 
space on campus was adequate their friend had had some pretty So far then, it appears that the 
for all Ithaca College students. rough subjects that took his time typical flunk out has, for one rea-
Because of the closeness and 
compatibility of the dorm a peti-
tion was signed to keep it open. 
The main complaint of every 
student in the dorm is the mat-
away from his major, or they son or another, a lack of inter-
could say that he just didn't study est due to outside involvement. 
enough. This reasoning, however, But Mr. Rand of the Psychology 
seems inadequate to explain department, who is conducting a 
every individual case. Is there a study on the flunk out, denies 
ter of transportation. The college common denominator in deter- that there is even such a thing as 
must provide transportation for mining the reason for flunking the typical flunk out. "There can 
not only the off-campus students out? not be one general reason given," 
but for those in drama and radio- Father Graf speaks of the un- he says, "because each student 
T.V. who must meet classes both derachiever, the student who is has his own individual problem 
on the hill and in town. involved, consciously or un_con- that may be completely different 
Drinking Dates Back 
Two Million Years 
at the University of Montpellier, 
called his discovery "acqua vitae" 
or "water of immortality." 
word spoken, immediately serves 
Nureyev a Negroni, which is 
made of 1/3 Campari, ½ Gin, and' 
½ Italian Vermouth. 
This presents a difficult prob- sciously, in an area outside of from the next ten or twenty stu-
lem. Thus to meet traffic, one- academic interests. It could be dents." There are the apathetic 
way streets, closed bridges and that he has domestic or financial students who were pushed here 
NEW YORK (NAPS) - Was 
man a distiller before he was a 
baker? Anthropological sleuths 
conclude that old Mother Earth 
yielded up her goodies (water, 
plant, sugar, or starch, and 
yeast) for the production of 
alcohol at least 2 million years 
ago, despite the necessarily 
vagueness of recorded history, a 
comparative infant among the 
crafts of men. 
Today we call it ethyl alcohol 
or vodka when it is mixed With 
distilled water: Long the favorite 
drink of Russians from Czars to 
Commissars, Poland nevertheless 
claims to be the discoverer of 
vodka. Pablo Casals, a fancier 
of Polish vodka, is reputed as 
saying that it.he greatest discovery 
made by postwar Western World 
are Bridgette Bardot, modern 
jazz, and Polish vodka. 
Although Spanish Picasso may 
favor Polish -V9{lka and Russian 
Nureyev Campari, countless 
American drinkers favor Bour-
bon, especially premium Wild 
Turkey served on the rocks. Ac-
cording to Vice Admiral Williallil: 
student needs, members of Quar-
ry and Valentine must make the 
up-hill walk to catch a bus. 
problems, or perhaps is just too 
intent on having a good time now 
that he has escaped from parental 
Ben Light, Secretary of the authority. Thus, his attention is 
either because it was the thing 
to do, or their parents insisted 
that they get a college education. 
There are also those students in 
the upper 50% of their classes 
who flunk out simply because 
they don't know how to do such 
a basic thing as studying. They 
glided through high school, and 
now that they have to really 
work, they're unprepared. 
Ernest Crawley, English social 
anthropoligist, noted that man's 
"use of corn for the preparation 
of fermented liquor is perhaps 
as early as its use for food." 
Another opinion was that even 
before man was a baker, he more 
likely was a brewer. 
J. Marshall, ,president of the 
Bourbon . Institute, "Americans 
are buying more than twice as 
much gallon·age of Bourbon or 
Blended Whiskey than they are 
of Scotch or Canadaian whiskey." 
College says, "The college recog-
nizes the problem and is trying 
to do everything possible to 
remedy the situation." 
Duplicating Service 
On Campus 
During the coming academic 
year, there will be times when 
students are requested to present 
papers in a duplicated form. In 
order to make these services 
more readily available, there are 
two processes on campus to as-
'sist you. 
Xerox copies of papers c,r 
books may be made in the Libra-
ry. There is a girl on duty be-
tween 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Charges are based on Xerox 
pages (which may duplicate 2 
pages of a book) at 10c per page. 
Copying can usually be done with" 
out a waiting period, provided 
there is no heavy backlog of 
work scheduled. 
Dittoing is done in the Egbert 
Union office by part-time student 
help. Ditto masters are available 
from the Bookstore at 10c each. 
The cost of running dittos is 
based on 100 sheets: there is a 
25c per 100 sheet paper charge; 
machine use is 25c for the first 
100 sheets and 10c for each ad-
ditional 100 sheets. Dittos are 
run between 1 and 3:00 every 
Tuesday and Thursday, and as 
needed on Saturday between 9 
and 12. Dittos will not be run at 
other times. 
Student Government will not 
mimeograph papers for students 
as it has in the past. 
These duplicating services are 
available to student groups and 
fraternal organizations as well as 
individuals. For further informa-
tion contact Mrs. Paveling in the 
Union Office. 
drawn away from studying, and 
he can't find enough time to meet 
the minimum requirements of 
each course. 
On the other hand, there is the 
theory that the flunk out is a 
student who has actually made 
up his mind to neglect his stu-
dies. Assistant Dean Newsom 
shows that there are 158 hours in 
a week and if a student allows 
8 hours a night for sleeping, 17 
hours a week for classes, and an 
hour and a half for each meal, 
he would still have nearly 53¼ 
free hours. All that he needs to 
do from there is to decide how 
much of this time is going to go 
towards studying, and how much 
of it will be for other interests. 
Dean Newsom points out that 
every student is potentially cap-
able of achieving satisfactory 
Finally, there is no clear-cut 
answer to the flunk out question. 
However, it rarely comes as a 
complete shock and surprise 
when a student flunks out of 
school. If you should have aca-
demic problems that you don't 
know how to resolve yourself, 
don't hesitate to see someone who 
can help you. Dr. Eastman is al-
ways available, and your depart-
mental advisor has posted hours 
when you can see him. Don't wait 
until it's too late. Get help as 
soon as you feel that you're in 
trouble. Avoid becoming another 
victim of the statistics. 
As for rec~rded history, many 
writers conclude that alcohol was 
a major cultural catalyst. Even 
today, all the countless Stone 
Age cultures sUl"Vlvmg show 
familiarity with alcohol, except 
the under-privileged Polar peo-
ples, Australian aborigines, and 
Tierra del Fuego primitives. 
In the recorded history of al-
cohol's discovery, Geber is 
credited with having discovered 
the process of distillation in the 
8th century, but it took another 
five centuries to discover its 
palatability. Dr. Arnauld de Vil-
leneuve, a professor of medicine 
Apocryphal or not, Americans 
today are finding Polish vodka to 
their taste. Unlike American vod-
ka made from corn, Poland's 
Wyborowa vodka is made from 
rye and secret filtering processes 
using activated charcoal. Because 
of its lively and neutral charac-
ter, its range of uses is considered 
wider than other alcoholic drinks. 
An odds on favorite with the 
horsey set is the WybOrowa Gim-
let made with ¾ Wyborowa vod-
ka and ¼ Campari. 
Speaking of Campari, it's re-
ported from London that Rudolf 
Nureyev, the Russian ballet dan-
cer par excellence, favors ,the 
Negroni cocktail. It's said that 
when seated in his usual corner 
in a favored restaurant in Chel-
sea that the waiter, without a 
On drinking trends abroad, one 
report has it that the trend to 
Cowboy styles in Europe also ap-
plies to drinking. In Paris, the 
hipsters who once favored Scotch 
have long since switched to Bour-
bon. And in Germany, according 
to "Der Spiegel," a leading we£>k'; 
ly news magazine, bourbon \ls 
now a status symbol. -"First i)'.
1 
was Scotch, then the Irish, and 1 
now it is the American Bourbon 
which is the favorite spirit." 
If the spirits of men prove 
nothing else, it does prove that 
neither cultural nor national 
boundaries influen'ce man's taste. 
Brewer, baker, or candlestick 
maker, he's his own man when 
it comes 1o his choice of spirits. 
"~!~~~~~~~?:: ,~~ .. ~?U:~~.~!~~.~i~.~~,.~~~t!:~ T. V. Abuses Sports. 
sociation has announced that the Eastman on Sunday, October Pacific. 
everything from operetta and bal- 1. . On November 11, the Eastman 
let to pop singing groups will be The most distinctive personali- Theatre will echo with the sound 
represented in the Fall parade ty in the world of light music, of Lou Rawls. Rawls not only has 
of special events which will in- Mantovani, will cast his spell of the voice for blues singing, but 
elude Mantovani, Cree Indian music on Eastman audiences on he seems to have the sense for 
folk singer Buffy Sainte-Marie, October 4. that elusive quality that makes 
NEW YORK, Aug. 17 - Con- final few minutes were played in 
gressman Richard L. Ottinger the darkness of a stadium without 
(Dem.-N.Y.) is taking steps to lights, and a typical pro basket-
stop TV from taking over the ball game in which the TV 
"Destination South Pacific" with Top recording group - The a fine blues artist. 
in-person narration by Lowell Association-will be the October The Harkness Ballet is more 
sports it covers. 
In the article, Representative 
Ottinger outlines some of the 
abuses that have led to the Thomas, Jr_, top singing group 11 attract1·on. The si·x young men 
h · · than a classic ballet company. It T e Assocrnhon, Franz Lehar's not only entertain with singing, presses forward into new fron- formulation of the Dingell-Ot-
"Land of Smiles", Lou Rawls, the but also wi'th well-placed sk1·ts t- M b'll h" h h · 
H kn B 11 ''S Wh' tiers sponsoring fresh approaches mger- oss 1 , w 1c e 1s co-ar ess a et, now ite and adlibs between songs. 
and the Seven Dwarfs" with an to dance techniques, choreo- sponsoring with Representative 
adult professional cast, Bram- The Washington, D.C. Evening graphy, musical composition and John D. Dingell (Dem.) of Michi-
well Fletcher as Bernard Shaw, Star says that Bramwell Fletcher design. This exciting ballet com- gan and Representative John E. 
Theatre Of the Deaf' and the is better than seeing a Shaw play pany will grace the Eastman 
· al Moss (Dem.) of California. The Four Seasons. · - a real theatric treat! Mr. stage on November 24. 
Theatre of the Deaf, being pre- Fletcher will present his Shaw on. On November 25, the Travel- bill is designed to impose strict 
sented at Nazareth College's new October 28 at Nazareth College's ing Playhouse, directed by Ken federal controls on the network 
Arts Center on September 30, Arts Center. and Kay Rockefeller, will pre- TV pra~tices and curb the follow-
will head the list of events. This Buffy Sainte-Marie, a poet sing- sent "Snow White and the Seven ing abuses. 
company of twelve young deaf er who composes many of her Dwarfs" for a matinee perform- Rep. Ottinger lists a Pitts-
actors performs classics in an ele- own songs, will be here on No- ance. 
vated style of sign language, with vember 4. She has been hailed as The Four Seasons began their 
voice-over narration. an "artist of varied and vastly im- ascent to the exclusive domain 
Here to beguile audiences is pressive achievements." of stardom when the four young 
Franz Lehar's world. famous Lowell Thomas, Jr., who has men fro_m New Jersey pooled 
operetta "Land of Smiles" trans- gained much acclaim as a world their talents to form a new musi-
ported in toto from the fabled traveler, will present "Destina- cal and vocal team. The result: 
stage of Vienna's historic Thea- tion South Pacific" on November the Four Seasons who have more 
tre an der Wien and starring the 6. Mr. Thomas will be here in than seven gold records. This 
great operatic tenor Guiseppe person to narrate ,the exciting talented group will entertain 
diS~fano. The production, lavish- and unusual films of some of the here on December 2. 
burgh-Toronto socce'r game in 
which 11 phoney "fouls" were 
called to stop play and create 
time for commercial announce-
ments; the Syracuse-Penn -State 
game last December in which the 
start of the game was delayed 45 
minutes to allow TV to draw a 
larger audience, and in which the 
ground rules provide that the 
home team must call one time-
out d~ring the first and sixth 
minutes of action, while the visit-
ing team must call time duri?,fi 
the tenth and eleventh minute~~~ 
regardless of the strategy dic-
tated by the situation. 
The Dingell-Ottinger-Moss bill 
outlined in SPORT Magazine, is 
intended to prevent TV's en-
croachment on sports, and on 
the viewer's enjoyment of tele-
vised sports in these ways: 1) 
Television will be prevented from 
"rigging" games simply to put 
in the required number of com-
mercials. In other words, no 
more phoney TV time-outs. 2) 
Networks will be barred from ob-
taining controlling interests in 
sports franchises. 3) TV "black' 
outs" will be permitted only in 
the host city, but not in sur-
rounding ,areas. 
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President's Hosts Fills Positions Young GOPs 1Elibrecht Joins Faculty 
S,ixty applications for fifteen ed. In the same capacity as host, Hold Meet1· no 
available positions on the Presi- the committee meets and hosts E, by Don Green 
dent's host committee were re- guest lectures and performers on The Ithaca College chapter 
ceived this past Spring. Heading campus. of the Young Republicans had Ithaca's Philosophy Depart-' where ~o-callc>d extremists and 
this select committee this year The only requirement of an ap- its first organizational meeting ment has been joined this year radicals would be welcomed." 
as student chairman is Paula Sil- plicant is that he or she must on Thursday, September 14, in by a (very interesting and gifted She defines "radical" as "any 
bey, a Senior music major. Her upon applying have an accumu- room U5. instructor) Dr. Joyce Elbrecht. person who is deeply committed 
committee has as its advisor, Iative index of 2.5 and must Under the direction of chap- Mrs. Elbrecht, hailing from to a vision of how the world 
Miss Sharon Staz, program direc- maintain an index of 2.3 while ter president Richard Weingart, Trumansburg, N.Y., earned her might be." 
tor of Egbert Union. serving on the committee. The the group made plans to get the B.A. at Bennington College. Fol- Dr. Elbrccht further reasons 
The duty of the committee is uniform, which consists of a blue organization off to a good start. lowing graduate work at The Uni- that "a place which cannot accom-
as its name suggests - to repre- blazer, is provided for by the col- Weingart appointed Frances versitres of Chicago and Minneso- modate all kinds of people can 
sent the President. of Ithaca Col- lcge. After fifty hours of partici- Verbeyst and Phyllis Beazley as ta, she received her Masters and scarcely be said to have reached 
Phd. at· Tulane University. maturity. I sincerely hope Ithaca 
W .GJS. Holds 
1Fnrst Meeting 
The Women's Governing Board 
held its first meeting of the year 
Monday, September 11. From 
October on, the girls of W.G.B. 
will be meeting with the house 
presidents of every dorm the 
fir~t Monday of every month; the 
results of dorm elections must 
be handed in, along with the list 
of girls who failed the Blue and 
Gold test, to Dean Hood's secre-
tary. Mrs. Dicmond. by Monday, 
September 25; the Blue and Gold 
test will be administered to lcge as host. Al, host, the com- pation on the committee, the acting secretary and treasurer 
mittee conducts regularly sched- blazer is given to the student. until permanent officers are ·11 b · rt f h frc~hmcn and transfers Septem-Aitcr four years of teaching at w1 e an ms 1 u ion w ere a bcr 24; no solution has been ar-
uled one-hour tours ,of the cam- Because of a change in their elected on September 28. Tulane, Dr. Elbrecht 3"oins the person can be what he is---what- . 
rived at conccrmng the proctor-pus for prospective students from constitution, the members of the The following chairmen were 
t 10 to 4 on weekdays and 10 to 3 committee in the future will be also appointed; Andrea Dichter, 
on Saturdays. Other special group chosen in February rather than Publicity-Membership; Maureen 
tours, of which there were some in the Spring as was previously McGinlcy, Constitution; and Jeff 
Ithaca staff as an Assistant Pro- ever that may be." ing situation in the girls terrace 
forty- last semester, arc conduct- done. Lane, Program. 
fessor. She chose Ithaca because Hopefully, Dr. Elbrccht's open- dorms and suggestions would be 
"this college has a wide-spread I minded attitude will be under- I most welcome. 
reputation for being open to ex- stood and appreciated by both ____ _ 
perimentation. I'd hoped that her students and administration. 
The Young Republicans invite 
anyone interested in becoming an 
informed voting citizen to attend 
the next meeting, at 7:30, on 
Thursday, September 28, in U5. 
Ithaca College would be a place Bird Haven found 
Pianist. Makes 
Rochester Debut 
Misha Dichter, young American 
Tufts Makes 
Course Change 
pianist who won Russian acclaim, Medford, Mass. (I.P.) - Fresh-
Student Recotall 
!Postponed 
will make his Rochester debut in men at Tufts University will have Co-ed Killed The first student music recital 
German<COub 
/Picnics 
The German Club of Ithaca 1 the CMA's Artists Series which a choice this year between of the year, scheduled for Wed-
will also feature the American seminar courses taught by stu- On South H ii B nesday, September 20 at 1:00 p.m. College started off the academic 
Ballet Theatre, the Royal Phil- dents and seminar courses At about one a.m. last Saturday I in Ford Hall was postponed un- year by having a picnic. It was 
harmonic Orchestra, Jose Greco taught by faculty members. morning, Sept. 16, a three car ac- ti} the next Wednesday, Septem- held at the home of Mr. Willard 
and his Spanish Dance Company, The students maintain that cident took place on Aurora st. her 27 T. Daetsch, the advisor, and it 
the American National Opera freshmen learn more when the at the po1·nt J·ust below i·ts nar- Th1·s , . f . th b h years series o music gave e new mem ers a c ance Company's TOSCA and the class leader is "asking with them, 
rowing into two lanes. A nineteen recitals will be composed of vocal to get acquainted with the re-
Stern - Istomin · Rose Trio. All not telling to them." The faculty .fifty-seven Chevrolet driven by as well as instrumental perform-
. I h h "th t th turning members. 
wil stresses t e ope a e op- DeForest Monroe Abrams head- ances. The students performing Artists Series performances 
be in the Eastman Theatre. portunity for social contact in an ing into the city of Ithaca is pre- arc from the School of Music and On December 3, the club has a 
intellectual context bet we c n sumcd to have collided head on are choosen by their professors Christmas party planned. Each 
faculty member and freshmen with a nineteen fifty-eight MGA according to their particular in- member wears a traditional holi-
by Laudra R. Katz 
As chairman of The Central 
New York chapter of The Na-
ture Conservancy, professor of 
music, Frank L. Eldridge, is on 
the lookout for unusual natural 
areas with the intent of preserv-
ing them for public enjoyment. 
His current project is "bird-
saving". 
The 21-year old pianist was 
cheered as "the best musician 
1 among the piano finalists" by 
, Russian pianist Lev Vlasenko. 
will give freshmen an insight into 
the lively practice of intellectual 
Upon discovering the Saint 
Lawrence River as a haven for 
the rare Blue Heron, Professor 
Eldridge's organization began 
negotiations for the purchase of 
"Ironsides Island", the site of the 
heronry, with plans to sustain it 
as a bird sanctuary. A second 
project concerns an area in 
Hamilton, New York, near Col-
gate University, where a "quak-
driven by Bryon (Bud) Huric. strumental or vocal ability. day custume. , ing bog" was unearthed. The 
Misha Dichter will appear in 
Also involved in the accident was This group of music recitals The German Club does not have "bog" is a lake covered with five 
endeavor and discovery." a Corvair driven by Palaneala or six feet of vegetation making 
Rochester on November 13. - will be held every Wednesday a regular meeting day. They get · ' The friendly student-faculty Satyamurty which overturned it possible for a man to walk 
It f from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. in together occassionally for in- across it in much the same way The American Ballet Theatre rivalry is the resu o separate b t tr k b ·th f 
u was not s uc Y ci er ° Ford Hall beginning on Septem- h Id tr r 
whose recent season "bowled efforts by student members of formal luncheons. As a group, in c wou a ampo me. 
the other cars. ber 27. Mr. Berman, the faculty . \ Professor Eldridge becomes ac-
everybody over and broke all the Experimental College Board Susan Spitz, an Ithaca college advisor, invites all of the Ithaca the evenmgs they have several quainted with unique natural 
records", will appear on Jiuiuary and faculty members of the Com- student from Fairlawn, N.J. and community to attend these re- play readings throughout the aroas through the findings of 
31. The "nation!ll ballet company mittee on Curriculum to provide a Dormitory advisor in dorm other industrious nature lovers. 
1 l tu warding recitals. year. A report 1·s then submitted to the of the United States" is what the altE:rnatives to the usua ec re twenty.one, a passenger in the 
American Ballet Theatre has and laboratory courses now of- _____________________________ national office of The Nature 
MGA was pronounced dead at Conservancy, which must approve been referred to because of the fered freshmen. Students have the scene. 
immense talent and creativity of long maintained that such courses Mr. Abrams is a second year 
"·}ts dancers, composers, designers are too impersonal The seminars student at Ithaca College. He re- PERIODICAlLS <ClLASSUFDED 
and choreographers. will be small group discussions ceived lacerations across the back Most periodicals have now arranged alphabetically. 
When the American National on selected topics. of the skull and on the finger and been classified according to the Back files arc shelves on the 
Opera Company performs Puc- Student Experimental College ear, and dislocated his ankle. Library of Congress classifica- South side of the third floor and 
cini's TOSCA on September 28, Board members who proposed the Mr. Hurie is a Junior in the tion system and can be located are arranged by Library of Con. 
Rochester audiences will have the seminars said they are intended Cornell School of Hotel and through the main card catalog on grcss classification number. 
opportunity of viewing the un- to develop a questioning attitude Restaurant Management who is the second floor by title and sub- Newspaper, daily and back is-
usual directing skills of Sarah in freshman. They are not to employed at the College Spa. He ject. The first floor periodical sues, may be found on the first 
Caldwell. Miss Caldwell is gain- teach a set of facts or a particu- was drivine Miss Spitz home after h th t·u l floor. I lar piece of knowledge, but how - card catalog s ows e 1 e on y. 
ing a professional reputation as to go about acquiring any de- finishing work for the evening This also applies to those not yet Materials needed may be 
the best opera director in the sired knowledge. He received lacerations of the classified. copied at .10 a copy on the Xerox 
United States says Time Maga- _____ head .!nd chest. A holding card placed behind 914 photo-copier located on the 
zinc. Palangala Satyamurty is a the title entry indicates both second floor. 
Sir Thomas Beecham's Royal Administrative graduate student at Cornell from complete and incomplete hold- Periodicals are restricted for 
Philharmonic Orchestra will play India. He was unconscious ings for paper and microtext edi- use within the library. After 
here on January 4. The interna- Conference Helcll throughout the entire night. tions in the library. reading please return them to 
tionally known Orchestra was An annual conference of 27 top further information on his condi- Current issues are located on the periodical deposit trucks. 
founded by Sir Beecham in 1946 Ithac·a College administrators was tion is not known at this time. the first floor shelves and are Please do not reshelve! 
and since 1961, it has been held this weekend at President All three were taken to Tomp 
honored to have as its Personal Dillingham's family lodge in Old kins County General Hospital. 
Patron Her Majesty Queen Eliza- Forge, N. Y. According to Provost 
beth -the·,Queen Mother. Davies, the purpose of the confer-
Isaac Stern, Eugene Istomin ence was twofold: it allowed the 
and Leonard Rose come together administrators to engage in in-
only for a time each year to form 
~ a distinguished three-way part-
nership. 
formal, useful conversation about 
college affairs and it provided a 
weekend of relaxation and recrea-
"We play to one another in a tional activities. 
sort of musical conversation," President Dillingham's lodge in 
says Leonard Rose of the Stern. Old Forge is located just above 
lstomin-Rose Trio. On May 9. The Utica and is situated along the 
Trio will appear in Rochester for Fulton chain of lakes. Highlights 
the first time in one of its rare of the weekend's recreational 
appearances. 
On Monday, March 18, Jose 
Greco and his Spanish Dance 
Company will appear here. Mr. 
Greco, who was featured in the 
movie SHIP OF FOOLS, has been 
described as a "blending of fire 
and ice." A unique artist, Grcco's 
body is music, his effortless tech-
nique embodies the whiplash 
movements of lightning and the 
heated passion so inherent in the 
dances of Spain. 
activities were boat rides, hikes, 
picnics, and an unusual Sunday 
morning breakfast for the guests 
with President Dillingham as the 
chef. 
Among the 27 administrators 
attending were such top officials 
as Dean Brown, Provost Davies, 
Mr. Newsome, Mr. Cowen, Mr. 
Light, Dean Noun, Dean Mc-
Henry, and Mr. Rogala. 
11Dedliccuil'ed 
Sue Spitz11 
by Patti Heydt 
Somebody said you hadn't come 
in yet, and it was already past 
curfew. But we all figured you 
were just late. 
Until we heard about the acci-
dent. Then we thought na-it 
just couldn't be true. But it 
was. 
So we sat, and we cried, and we 
prayed. Together. Yet each 
alone with her own private 
thoughts. 
And we remembered-
you were our D A 
you were our sister 
you were our friend. 
Now, a week later, we still can-
not believe you are gone. Your 
voice continues to echo--in our 
halls and in our hearts. 
LEO, IT'S TIME FOR 
JEWISH NEW YEARS 
CARDS AT 
CIHAR.DAN'S 
State & Tioga 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
12 WEEK COURSE IN 
BASIC - INTERMEDIATE 
Contract Bridge 
Elsie T. Matson, instructor 
Town Duplicate Club 
106 N. Aurora St. 
Starting Tues., Sept. 26 
at 7:30 p.m. 
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS 
Phone AR 3-1273 
Quality 
Custom /Framing 
Dry mounting - Picture 
Rentals - Mats - Arts 
Supplies - Non-glare glass-
Print Catalogues Available 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
the purchase and often advances 
the necessary funds. Many of 
these sites are used for educa-
tional purposes and provide in-
terested students with informa-
tion on soil development, plant 
succession, and other agricul-
tural data. 
(Continued on page 9) 
Sl!JDS YOUR 
IO>UDS 
Webster's Laundry 
and Dry Cleaners 
Same Day Service and 
Delivery 
Free Pickup & Delivery 
Basement of Dorm 12 
in by 10 a.m. - Back by 
4 p.m. 
<> 
[Olr~ OP LAUNDRY 
AND DRV CLEANING 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
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Editorials 
Although it may surprise certain members 
of the estal:5lishment, and although we do n~t 
wish to seem ungrateful, the most recent addi-
tion to campus is not the traffic solve-all we 
were fishing for last week. Of course I refer 
to the one thing we've needed all along, al-
though we perso_nnally might no~ havi: thought 
of it, the beautiful yellow traffic stripe. 
This magnificent'. addition to campus was 
added during the eight to nine o'clock class 
traffic last week, and now we wonder how 
we got along for so long without it. 
Naturally, it is not the entrance lights or 
guard rails we had hoped for, but it gives us a 
guide to go by ... to guide us through filled 
parking lots and past insulting, and often rude 
safety patrolmen in J lot. It guides us past the 
old road, still closed except to trucks. 
It does not guide us to lower J lot, another 
new extension · of the college museum ( prob-
ably the most progressive facet of the college). 
In past years lower J lot was for student 
cars; as a matter of fact in past years it was 
rumored the college was for students. Al.: 
though this bubble has burst we hold no 
grudges. We, as students, cao understand that 
the establishment wants to show off their new 
forty million dollar toy. We've never minded 
giving up the cafeteria for a night so the Na-
tional Cash Register Company could hold 
their banquet. We enjoy being pushed out of 
our lounges while town groups hold meetings, 
teas, and dinners. Just let us park in our 
, assigned lots. Give Ithaca College back to the 
students. 
We all make mistakes, and perhaps the 
present parking system is one of them. We'll 
forgive you, if you give us a chance. 
As long as we're in this deep, here are a few 
suggestions on improving a situation that can 
not possibly get worse ( we don't. think). 
First: Open the old road as a one way exit 
to siphon off rush hour traffic. 
Second: As soon as bids can be rushed 
through, have overhead lights put up at the 
new entrance. 
Third: As long as we're to have light, let 
them shine on pretty new guard rails the 
length of the road. 
Fo~rth: Replace the yield signs on at least 
two sides wtih stop signs. Take the decision 
out of living. 
Fifth: Open lower J lot during the day to 
student traffic on a "ten minute per" basis 
anyway. This would allow quick pickups and 
stops. Open lower J lot to unlimited student 
parking from seven in the evening until cur-
few nightly. The students will appreciate it. 
Sixth: Be flexible. The rule you made yes-_ 
tcrday may not be working. Change, change, 
change. 
Seventh: Ban all freshman cars, and con-
sider limiting car privile_ges of upper.classmen 
on academic probation. Someone must be cut. 
Eighth: Abandon the open parking by areas 
plan. Assign each car to a lot on the basis of 
residence, and class. ( Seniors have first prefer-
ence, Juniors next, etc.) 
Ninth: Perhaps a re-evaluation of admission 
procedures is in order. Quite a few of "the 
peopl~ now at Ithaca College, and presently 
appl;ymg, are under the impression they are 
com!ng to a small .college where they will 
receive a large amount of individual atten-
tion. This story is propagated by the cat-
al<?gue, and by the admissions people. Sur-
prise. 
The P'?tcntJal of Ithaca College once the 
construct10n 1s completed, and the parking 
arrangements are settled, is fantastic. Let's 
play our next major effort towards living up 
to the college's reputation. Let's make Ithaca 
the college it could be. 
Cartoons by Beorge Budin 
Editorials 
--
Although there will be no news ( article on 
page on_e of this paper describing the landing 
m detail, there has been an invasion from 
space landed on the Ithaca College campus. 
Flies. Many, many flies. Ordinary house flies. 
These invader~ !~ave taken refuge in the center 
of campus act1v1ty; from whose vantage point 
they can spread their germs on every member 
of the college community. They are in the 
Union Snack Bar. 
to the rear of the grill, and left for later in-
spection. 
The Snack Bar itself is understaffed. Thus 
garbage is constantly piled on the tables, until 
such time as someone pushes it onto the floor. 
The screen doors at the rear of the snack bar 
are either inoperative, unused, or nonexistent. 
Thus the invasion force is free to come and go. 
It would be unfair to say that what we just 
described happens all the time. It doesn't. 
Only during the rush hours of breakfast, 
brunch, lunch, afternoon snack and pitch time, 
di~ner, and when anything is going on in the 
umon. 
It is the belief of this paper that these in-
vaders have already taken over the two food 
smeared women behind the· counter to carry 
out their evil scheme. Our evidence follows. 
At night when there is no one there to eat 
it all food is kept refrigerated, and as long as 
no one is cooking on it that grill is kept spot-
less. 
An overflowing garbage recepticlc is kept on 
the floor between the ·counter where the food 
is served, and the grill where it is prepared. 
There is no cov~r on t~e chocolate syrup, and 
at last check hair and dirt had found their way 
onto the surface of this gooey favorite. 
Although we might be out of line admitting 
this, we know who' runs the snack bar. SAGA. 
The same people who run the cafeterias. We 
have watc\1ed SAGA people, although under 
the influence of an invasion force, prepare food 
in the snack bar. Has the invasion reached 
the cafeteria kitchens yet? \Ve don't watch 
you prepare those meals: but you've got us 
worried. 
_The foods used in preparing cold sand-
vv1ches are left uncovered on an open counter 
from opening until closing where fly infiltra-
tors are constantly enjoying the free goods. 
The grill is filthy. On the occasions when it 
is scraped the remnants are simply pushed 
CAMPUS 
CALENDAR 
Friday, Septeber 22 
8:00 p.m.-Sigma Alpha Nu Rock 
Dance - 8-12 - Rec. Room 
Saturday, September 23 
1:30 p.m. - Va:-. Football at Le-
high 
Sunday, Septembe'r 24 
All day - Riding Club Show 
5:00 p.m.-Episcopal Service-US 
5:00 p.m.-Mass--U-1 
7:00 p.m.-DK Rush Party U-1 
8:00 p.m.-EUB film-"Sergeants 
Three" - Rec. Rm. 25c 
Monday, September 25 
10-3 - Marine Corps Recruiting 
-Lobby 
7:00 p.m.-Forensics U-5 
7:00 p.m.-Tutorial meeting BlOl 
8:00 p.m.(?) - Sigma Alpha Nu 
Rush Party - U-1 
8:15 p.m.-Symposium on Drugs 
-Ford Music Bldg. 
Tuesday, ~eptember 26 
10-3 - Marine Corps Recruiting 
-Lobby 
7:00 p.m.-Panel Discussion on 
Going to Graduate School 
U-5 
7:00 p.m.-IFC,U-1 
7:00 p.m.-Spring Weekend '68 
Meeting-Rec. Rm. 
Wednesday, September 27 
All day-Institution of Sanitation 
Management-Rec. Rm. 
12:00 - Discussion on Employ-
ment After Graduation-U-5 
1:00 p.m.-Var. Golf vs. LeMoyne 
(H) 
3:30 p.m.~Var. Soccer at Alfred 
3:45 p.m.-Head Residents-Job 
4:00 p.m.-Frosh Soccer at Cor-
nell 
Focus 
You _are driving up to the hill. The girl is touching your "'i 
hand as· 1t rests on the_ gear-shift knob. She is laughing. You 
are smiling ·to yourself. From out of nowhere this behemoth of 
a car comes, but something is odd. He looks like he is coming 
too close to your side of the road. Good Christ, he's heading 
right for you. Oblivion. 
. While. the memory of a tepid, foggy Saturday morning is 
still fresh m our minds, let us look at another scene, another 
time, maybe tonight. 
. She l_ooks at you. You turn your. head slightly, not want-
mg to miss the new turn that takes you onto campus. You 
turn. You look. You disbelieve. There are police lights flash-
ing in a color show of tragedy. There are fire engines. There are 
ambulances. You stop the car and get out. As you are walking 
t_ow~rd the scene you smell gasoline and notice a thin slick of 
hqmd on the pavement. You begin to run. Was anyone injured? 
What happened? Someone did not heed the yield signs. An- ., 
other person hit,the circle too fast. A third made a wrong tum 
onto the performing arts drive and was trying to rectify the 
!Distake. Pedestr_i~ns hitching. No lights. The bank of the road 
1s wrong. No railmg. The road too narrow. Several people in-
jured. Thank God no deaths. · 
Why? Why accidents? One can only blame just so much 
on the students. Who was the architect for this circle of con-
fusion? The same guy who designed Route 22 in New Jersey or 
maybe the group who decided not to enlarge Route 96 all the 
way into Ithaca? Whom is this college trying to impress with its 
traffic circle and !_Tiall? Not my father or any of the students. 
My father looked and asked, "Three thousand dollars for this?" 
The students ask, "An extra ten bucks a year for this?" It 
seems as. if we are paying for the privilege of balding our tirest1" 
and havmg heart attacks each time we drive on and off this\i 
campus. · 
I realize the college is overcrowded, but this is a, rather in-
sidious. way of _gettmg ri~ of students. And by the way, the 
next time a steamroller hits you as you are walking to class 
do not complain. Everything they do here has one purpose· t~ 
make your campus beautiful. ' 
FROM THE MAILROOM 
. by Steve Schiffman 
"Don't loose you cool, baby." 
That expression seems to be the motto of the present 
generatiC?n: There is an increased emphasis on the philosophy 
of remammg calm and collected throughout life. However, 
while the cool ones remain cool, the excitement of life passes by. 
II 
6:00 p.m.-EUB-De Motte 
7:30 p.m.-SAE-Bl02 
7:30 p.m.-Tompkins Co. Psycho-
logy Assn.-U-1 
8:00 p.m.-Student Court-U-5 
8:15 p.m. - Student Composers 
Concert - Ford Music Bldg. 
Thursday, September 28 
7:30 p.m. - Young Republicans 
U-5 
There are two basic types of cool people. The first is the 
non-conformist conformist. He is usually dressed for the occa-
sion with a pair of bleached, semi-white blue jeans and an old 
work shirt torn in several strategic places to give the impression 
of _having _gone "through the mill." A pipe, puffed slowly, and a 
pair of wire framed spectacles complete the costume. He will 
profess that the world is rushing to-its end and that the use of 
drugs will help slow one down to a more "normal" pace. 
The second type of "cool one" is generally termed the 
All-collegiate. A fancy dresser, wearing clothing straight from 
the pages of Esquire, this immaculate person merely strolls 
through the day to day problems of life. His deodorant doesn't 
work hard, as this person is always calm. In his ·world girls 1 
the surf and the latest music are the key to success. N~edles~ ' 
to say, watching a cool person being cool is an experience in 
coolness. However, unless you too are of the "new breed" 
( as they think of themselves) your chance of communication 
with them is slim. 
8:15 p.m.-EUB Guest Lecturer-
Paul Goodman - "Motivation 
and Education"-Rec. Rm. 
Address all Comm~ts 
c/o Letters to the Editor 
Ithacan Offico--Dorm 12 
While these people exist in their world the rest of the 
!-lniverse is living. The worl~ gets embarrassed, it fails, it gets 
mvolved and confused. Adm1dst all the mistakes the cool ones 
merely sit and watch, laughing. ' 
The q~cstion of "".ho should be laughing now arises. In his 
constant dnve to remam serene, the cool one misses the meanino-
of life: the pure pleasure of accomplishment and the excite':'. 
ment of chal!enge. fyfeanwhile, the ~ot-set is enjoying life to the 
fullest by bemg excited at the commg of dawn, the flowers in a 
park, and the world situation. Even the anxiety of life has ful-
fillment. 
The cool one stays still, watches that his hair remains 
combed, and that his pipe is lit. He is either different or he 
is the same, . for effect only. Nothing "shakes' 'him because 
he won't let anything near him. 
Remember you cool ones, nothing can destroy that cool 
image as does walking into a room coolly, 'with a half opened 
i...----------..Jlfly. 
Discoveries On 
The Hope 
By Dr. A. H. Karam 
I have made two personal discoveries since joining the 
Ship Hope in Colombia, South America, this summer. The first 
is that I am not as smart as I thought I was. 
Being a North American I believed myself to be quite 
superior to the practitioners, residents, interns and medical 
students we arc here to help and teach. At least I hacf myself 
convinced that this was so. 
Durin~ the first month of my service, which was on the 
hospital ship itself, with the almost unlimited resources of its 
laboratories, medical library, x-ray equipment, pharmacy, mod-
ern operating room facilities, physical therapy department, 
dietician workers, and our superbly-trained American nursing 
staff, I managed to show off my diagnostic and medical prow-
ess quite smugly to the "natives." · 
But in the second month of my two months rotation, it was 
my turn to change places with my internist volunteer colleague, 
Dr. Robert Kellogg, from Bangor, Maine. He came back to 
handle the medical care and teaching program on the ship; I 
went ashore to take his place to work with medical students and 
doctors in the out-patient clinics and medical wards of Santa 
Clara Hospital. This is Cartagena's large city infirmary, over 
three centuries old, overllowing with the sick, and struggling to 
run on a budget of 300,000 dollars a year, a feat unheard of in 
the U.S. 
What with the fact that there was only one hypodermic 
syringe on the medical ward, no opthalmoscope, and a blood 
pressure machine so worn that adhesive tape was used to stop 
up the air leaks; where intravenous fluids were at a premium; 
where so many patients crowded the corridors and· aisles of the 
1 clinic that it was a miracle even to hear the heart beat and lung r sounds of th:! one you were examining; where such a thing as 
a medical library consisted of a small cabinet with no text book 
newer than eight years; where when you mentioned a drug 
which would be useful in a particular case, or a test procedure 
you knew would help resolve the diagnosis, you received an 
agreeing nod and a wistful expression - then something hap-
pened to my feeling of superiority over the natives ( those friend-
ly, cheerful, intelligent, civilized, wonderful "natives"), and I 
began to feel humbly lucky to be able just to keep even with 
them! 
My second discovery was a much more pleasant one. A 
Colombian intern training on the Hope asked me if I would 
like to join him on Sunday. He was going to Boca Chica to con-
duct a free dispensary in this town of about 900 people, across 
the bay from Cartagena, because it had no doctor and many 
~of its people were without work. When I learned that he per-
formed this same kind of volunteer service to a dozen other simi-
lar settlements on different Sundays (his day off) I was 
ashamed to say no. 
\Ve took the ancient double-decked plank ferry at the 
Puente Romano pier for the one and a half hour ride to the 
island. Once ashore we walked along a path which skirted the 
Caribbean for a mile to the village. I could tell with what affec-
1 tion and respect the intern commanded by the smiling waves 
and· greetings the poorly clad people gave him as we made our 
way through the dirt streets and passed the open doors zr,d 
glassless windows of their unpainted wooden shacks. He was 
somewhat embarrassed, though pleased, by this and felt he ought 
to explain: "It's only because I've been here before,'' he said. 
) 
The clinic was a two-room cement structure with a creaky 
oor in front and a broken window in back. As soon as we 
r improvised an examining bench, a small cabinet with a few drugs 
and a chair for ourselves and our patients, we were 1cady to 
start our consultations. And so were the villagers, for the news 
of our arrival had spread rapidly. 
We saw men, women and children the whole day. Some 
of the problems we handled ourselves: the skin infections, the 
body aches, the diarrheas, the high blood pressures, the ever-
present parasite infestations, and the health anxieties and men-
tal worries. 
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By Frank Scoblete 
signed. I
, All letters submitted to The Ithacan must be typed and 
--A-II letters become the propert_v of The Ithacan, and we re-The college non-conformist is that rare bird found every-
PART I 
where. Like most non-conforming birds it comes in a large serve the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
S L d B . I Letters ·must not exceed 400 words. variety-from the square beaked clean cut tudcnt ca er ire _____ _ 
to the unkempt Frizzy Haired Protestor Pigeon. Therefore, I Dear Editor: I Ithaca College community, affer 
have deemed it necessary to write a student birdwatchers guide 1[ On "The Burning of H. Rap sever~! discussions, both formal 
to all non-conforming birdwatchers, like myself. This guide m_ ay 
I 
Brown" _ I and informal, have decided to 
form a Student's Afro-American help some in identifying the large variety of student birddom "We don't have to explam any- Society on campus. It is our con-
in and around the Ithaca College campus. thing to you." census that the keynote of this 
Student Leader Bi rd ( Conformist Apparen tus) : mostlv '?he potlitilclald pbower hi~tc':mTcrr'.; 
. . . . . . · ca is con ro e y w I s. J organization shall be the foster-
found; union lobby, aclm1mstrat1on buildmg, faculty offices and a5 you may you will never wrest ing of unity among blacks in the 
anywhere they can be noticed ( other than their dorms!). Ap- it from us.'; Ithaca area, and a better relation-
pearance; male: well groomed, clean shaven, neatly dressed "I'm confused - why won't ship between the various defined 
· communities (black and white) in (usually 1·acket and tic). Female: smartly attired, continual ap- you answer m_y quesllon?" . 
t f the college and local environ-plica tions of fresh makeup, medium to short hair. Disposition: The prccedmg statemen s . air- ment. 
o-encrally tends to be friendh,, interested, well mannered, un- ly accurately reflect the various • . . t t· t t· . 1 h . • I d b . G I . J 1·f I . h cl I . t t· sented at the I, is our m en IOn o ac ive y ongma an ormg. oa s m I c· ma e: w1s cs to atten aw onen a ions repre . . 
h I b G I h f, h · · h" "d. 1 " h Id 1 t Wednesday orientate our program m con-sc oo or ccome a encra , t ere ore as maJor m 1story, gov- 1a ogue e as t· ·t ·th th · t 11 t 1 
ernment or political science. Female: wishes to do something night in the Rec Room. It was' m1:111Y v.;d·i i·t· c 1 mt c cchua' f · h I · d · d b th f t t" d f it soc1a an po 1 1ca a mosp ere oh~ sdoc1he~lyd, t cnMm~rry _ma
1
~ of species a_n
1 
raise one anh 
1
one- f o
1 
a . rus ra mg an a ru - of Ith,aca College. 
t 1r c I ren. aJors m 1terature, socio ogy, or psyc o ogy. u evenmg. 1 d t th di sion Tendencies which make it a non-conforming bird; believes in The frustrating part is that all n 1 r~:r B 
O 
. e f s~us R 
Goel and rclio-ion smiles knowingly at rash Protestor Pigeon three statements were borne out pane ( e urn1mg f 
O d. Stap 
· JI · .,_ ' bl f · · I I h ( · f d d · th · , 0 ct· " Brown) the new y onne u-contmua y, 1s mcapa e o ongma t 10ug t sometimes re erre urmg e evenings pr cee m,,s. d t' ' Af A . S . t 
" " b I ) · h · F h" . 1 · d en s ro- mencan oc1e y to as parroter pens y progressor ow s , 1s never caug t g1v- or not mg was exp amc , SAS) . h t k 1 d ino- a rash statement and suffers from no problems; usually has "Black Power" made no en-1 (ti · · f. twisthest 0th ac d~ow e. ge 
t,d f s d . h d s d . h t "Wh"t " d IC ac a e ISCUSS!Oll a ate or atur ay mg t an un ay mornmg. croac men s on I ey , an ct· d f th . . 1 t . Attended Ithaca Collco-e· because older brother went to many people left without having, Wigrcssel ~om ct ofrigmtha. opbict. 
h • C h d th · ft n arnest questions ·1 e apo og1Zc no or is, u Dartmouth and had the monopoly on intellect, or to get a or- 2 eir O e e rather for the fact that the panel 
nell husband. answered. , . . And yet the discussion was , al.owed cmotio~al outbreaks ~o 
The Brute ( Cerebrum Minutus) mostly found: parking 
lots, gym, pub and bathrooms. Rarely found in faculty or ad-
ministration building-with a few exceptions! 
Appearance; male: continually wears t-shirts ( even in 
winter!) has monstrous arms and, in the Spring, a bloated 
belly. Walks with a strut and gives mystikuc of being able to 
crush anything in its way. 
Female: same. 
Disposition: generally noisy and quarrelsome, speaks in 
mono-syllabic enghsh with much intermittent grunting and an 
occasional bellow of throaty laughter. Usually taunts the Duck 
Billed Intellectuals mercilessly by calling them nasty names 
like"dummy or stupid." When in a large group they can be-
come quite uncontrollable. 
fruitful. In spite of the often ap-\ ~ecome the dommant charactcns-
parent hostility, the misplaced tic of the forum. 
and misinformed sincerity and Respectfully, 
the incoherent ramblings of some \ Walter Bennett 
of the participants, black and Student's Afro-American Society 
white, the discussion accomplish-
ed a very important objective. It 
was both obvious and logical that 
many who attended were obli-
EUB SPECIAL FILM 
SERIES 
vious, not to the problem, but to SERIES TICKETS AVAILABLE 
the dimensions and gravity of the 
problem. Anyone who left the 
room still oblivious is sadly lack-
ing in either intelligence or 
AT UNION INFORMATION 
DESK 
SERIES TICKET - $4.00 
Goals in life; male: wishes to be a coach, a Marine, 
plumber. Wishes to fight in Viet Nam and barchandcdly 
ture a north Viet Cong base. 
or a listening ability. Anyone who 
cap- left angry, at himself, his race 
or his society, took with him .he 
SINGLE ADMISSION - .75 
Female: same. 
Tendencies which make it a non-conforming bird: believes 
in God, ( although doesn't know He exists!) mom's apple pie, 
and getting broads. 
Attended Ithaca College: to eat at Big Jim's, to exercise, 
watch T.V. and to play pitch. 
Frizzy Haired Protestor Pigeon: ( Se:xious Hippium) mostly 
found: in snack bar, rarely found in shower. 
Please turn to page 9 
THERE'S NO DUST A 11" 
rE - M CAR WASIHl 
318 ELMI~ RD. 
It's all new and paved. 
0 
most import:int product of the 
meeting-awareness. 
It may well be, as stated by an 
audience member, that dialogue 
between the races is "impossi-
ble". If this is so, then a new 
dialogue of constructive action, 
rather than words, should be be-
gun. 
Sincerely, 
Stephen H. Pitches 
Dear Editor, 
We ,the black members of the 
ITHACA'S RECREATION 
CENTER 
36 Lanes to Servo You 
ALWAYS OPEN BOWLING 
lde's Bowling 
& Billiards 
Judd Falls Road 
AR 3-4111 
ALWAYS AT LAFAYITTE 
COL.OR TV 
The 15 year old boy with leprosy, the grandmother with 
the huge elephantiasis of the leg, the little girl with the dis-
tended abdomen from nutritional deficiency called Kwashiorkor, 
the shrunken dehydrated body of the vomiting infant unable 
to retain any food - these we arranged to be admitted into the 
Santa Clara Hospital. 
. : 
'1 ,I was very impressed with the gentle but effective way 
my young colleague treated his patients. 
It was hot in that low-ceilinged, sun-absorbing room, but it 
was fun also. The thanks of the villagers and the warm smiles 
from the two nuns who had come over from the town church 
to act as our nurses, were a very ample repayment. 
As we shook hands in farewell, my eyes.caught the contrast 
of Sister Hilda's white palm clasping the intern's black one 
:ind ~y min~ tho~_p;ht: "You meet such wonderful people work~ 
mg with ProJect Hope. How lucky I am to discover the friend-
ship of this fine Negro doctor." 
• ,"S, 
1-. 
' \ ,,, 
I : "'~, l':_< Dr. Karam 
" 
Directly behind Yastee-Freeze 
Next to Erie J. Miller 
ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM TOWN 
Do Oil' Yourself 
Aufl'omatic 
2Sc 
75c 
ALL TUBES 
SWITCH CRAFT 
ANTENNAS 
DIAMOND 
NEEDLES 
50%oH 
400/. . ;O OFF 
500/ . 10 on: 
ONLY s1 .. &9 
Your Efr,dronies 
Supi'rmarket · · · 
-uover 10.tW(t Eledronic . · 
· Items" 
LAFAVETTC 
RAD I 0 
·:'l. . ~ 
' . 
·. ~----
.. ___ ,. .. 
' - ' 
ELECTRONICS 
l 50-0 lrnACA• 
C!lr.l£N tOAO 
Jct. lh,~ ! 3 A 3~ 
ASSOCIATE:·. 
.- SJO.RE 
·. '"~'1>1Dt,."t1.<_::"";:!:D 
l.~o!~ B~n the- Bax Caf and ihc N.Y. E!~tric & 
~s Cclrp. 
1 
i 
: 
. 
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. CLASSIFIED 
POSITION in tho Unitnrinn Ohurch. 
.Mo.lo or Female, cbn.llunging enlnricd 
hnlC-timo position in hbernl rolig-1oun 
oducn.tlon. Plcx1blo hourH. D.S. ,v1th 
i;rndun.to tramini.; or PXpcrienco in 
(H.1.ucntion dcnirn.hlc Write Bnrbnru. 
Sinchur, 1308 l'l.ocldeuburg Rd., 
Ithu.cn., N. Y. 
.\ :,;oT!l !•'.It l>.\:>;('1-:' 
'l'on1J.d1t !l-1~ 
Tranhl~tor 1 utl10 gl\ l'll fn·t~ ! ('01111• I 
Tht' (_',1hoo<;l' 18 l'Ollllll!.:: 
------------------
10\\"ht>n 0111• duor of happtnt•f;,.-1 t h>..,e•,. 
nuothPr 01u·n", hut oftt•11 ,\p look ~o 
~t:.:!i\,\\: ~111/;. \!;\~::;~ t:~r 1,;~~1:1t 1;~-,~. 111~.:~ 1;:;~ 
u~" 
.\L BH.O\V~ of th,• T (' S,lft•ty D1viRion, 
has obtallll'li. a CoJ1yr1l!'ht un '"!\uHly 
:\tat· ~nrf' .\n-, otht•r offu·1•r H"lllh 
tin'> tltl<.• will h;. dclt with n('rorc.ling· 
1:,. 
PEH.SO~.\L: Blnu<l1L' ph•,P,P l'OIIH' homl' 
l :.till hkL· yellow 
TO WHOM IT 11!.\ Y ('0:,;'CJ,R:,;': I ,·nn 
not bo rosponinhle for debts totuhng 
S:l 25 1ncurrt>d whilr undL•r the influ-
~ncl' o! .\lcohol. Lnrcatl Editor 
ALli;X: Pleusc- ('Om(' hack to .J lot .• \.ll 
i8 forg-h:cn. Roi::. 
COPIES of all p1cturC'H prrnfrc.l 1n the 
It1mcun or,~ u.vailablf" for n n•uRon· 
able pr1cu Contact Eric Shc:>purc.l Ext. 
:1207. 
PER.SOXAL: li"rom Sg:t. Truc-y. Plenso 
return my ~lnssei, 
'\',"lLL THE GE:,;'TLE~1AX who stole n 
C'a,meru. murkl•d 80/2 from InstruC"-
tionu.l Rcsourl'C.'S please rctu:-n snmc. 
"'ILL ~nt. K of Instrurtiunnl R<'sourcce 
please return one pint of red blood to 
donor. 
THE SAFETY DIVISION'S new red 
light works well. 
SUPER P}JR'SOXAL· Mr. Softee, I'm 
comin,:: home this weekend. \Vith lo\·c 
from .. The Swe-ct Kid". 
HAPPY WEDDIXG ANNIVERSARY to 
Dob, our faithful l>us drh·cr, nnd his 
vdfc, wed 29 yen.rs tomOITOW. 
FOR S.\LE OR RE:S-T-One lnri:e cud· 
dily .• \pply Plcusnnt Street in person, 
n.lone, unescorted. 
CONPIDENTIAL: Students mny pick 
up bug- bombs for their rooms next 
week. 
FROM THE I:S-VADERS: Todny tho 
snack bar, tomorrow tho v;orld. Buzz. 
NEEDED TWO STOP SIGNS. Contnct 
tho office in charge of stop signs. 
THE ITHACAN 
Needs ... 
singles on ads • 
calendars 
right side-up pictures 
a break from 
Mr.M. 
A bottle {we have 
the cups) 
Love 
The Magick Division 
By Robert Morris 
That Ithaca College has a department of Drama is a fact 
sometimes dreadfully obvious. And yet it has been offered that 
pe_rhaps~ the college does ~10t tak1:: full advantage of this situ-
a t1on. h>r 111~tance, there 1s a festival of undergraduate drama-
tic presentations once a year at the Yale School of Drama at 
New Haven. They've not seen or heard of us since Theta Alph;i 
Phi put on a Christopher Fry one act there in 1964. That, from 
a school seeking to build a reputation is, well, lamentable. 
.. But Dr. Dillingham is no laggard at publicity when con-
d1t10ns seem favorable. (\Ve could mention sorties to NBC's 
College Bowl, or a somewhat puzzling article in that monolith 
of groupthink, ''Time", but we shall forbear, and attend to the 
~natter at hand.) Dr. Dillingham knew a "good thing" when, 
111 1966, he was approached by students Jeffrey C. Kramer and 
Duncan Ross and Prof. J. Fred Pritt with the idea of a summer· 
theater on the island of Martha's Vineyard off the Coast of 
Cape Cod. ' 
. Now that !t has completed its second season, perhaps it is 
time for the Vineyard Players to be acknowledged as indeed a 
Goo~! _Th\ng for the man_): concerned. And that, to be perfectly 
spec1f1c, 111cludes you, fnend, because with or without your 
C_?nsent, not t? say knowledge, a sizeable percentage of New 
l.'.ngland yacat1oners have been given their impression of The 
Sc~ool ~Ve Call Our _O~n by twenty-odd drama-ramas doing 
things like Peter \.Ve1ss s 11/arat/ de Sade or The Fantasticks 
on a five times a week basis. A situation like that just shouldn't 
go ignored. Frightening. 
Actually it is a fairly insane thing to contemplate. There we 
all were, so1:1e ?f u~ fo! the second straight year, about to 
launch persp1rat10n first mto the routine. If, for no other reason 
the college should smile benignly on its Magick Division, and 
~par~ no effort. to e_xploit mercilessly such willing lunatics, it 
1s this routme: 1.e. eight week stock. Let me explain. 
One_ rehearses a sh?w e-:ery day for six days. Only. That's 
all the time y~u have, JUSt six days. Your evenings are happily 
spent performmg on an arena style stage that which you re-
he;_irsed ~he pre~11s si?'. Have you got that so far? Now take 
quickly mto cons1derat1on that one not only learned one's own 
part, but one built one's own set, sewed one's own costume, lit 
one's own stage, etcera, dependino- on one's capabilities 
ambitions, or touching bravado read collosal cheek), as th~ 
c'.1se may have been. One committed this folly eight separate 
times. The results were, and this of course is where the magick 
comes in, the results were ... quite worth it all after all. 
Our audiences on the Vineyard were receptive beyond our 
fondest hopes over the past two seasons. They've seen the 
Ithaca. College Vineyard Players in productions as varied as the 
two already mentioned as well as such fare as Peter Ustinov's 
Romanoff and Juliet, the modern wittiness of Come Blow 
Yo·ur Horn by Neil _Si~on, and the frantic, rather flagrant 
attack on Plautus which 1s A Funny Thing Happened On The 
Way To The Forum The list is long, and there are stories to 
be told _about almos_t each of t,he separate shows of things that 
the audiences so!11et1mes wcren t aware that they were watching. 
Of courst: some~1mes the _crowd could!l't help noticing history in 
the n:iak111g. :r,1ke the time a certam quiet little gray-haired 
lady m the first row ( who was drunk out of her sweet little 
mind) grabbed an actor by his sleeves in the middle of a scene 
to inform him ( and the rest of the cast, and her fellow theater-
goers) that her son-in-law would have said that line just that 
way. 
There are many stories, much to be told and as the weeks 
go on perhaps we could share some. of i~ here with you, as 
well as keepmg an eye on whatever 1s bemg brewed up here 
in the Magick Division. ' 
' Around The Dial 
By BIii Yerkes 
.Las~ ~uesday i:iight, .CBS presented a serious, though deep-
ly d1sqmetmg cons1dcrat1on of the various elements that con-
stitute the "New Left." 
Target for this growing group of loosely organized, "lead-
ers" scorning dissidents, the hour long "CBS Reports" noted, 
is not the Co_nservative or right winger but the smug, ·affluent 
Democratic liberal-the New D~aler or the participant in the 
"Johnson consensus" blamed for the war on poverty and racism. 
Characteristics ascribed to some 300,000 who constitute 
t~~ new movement for "social change" included youth, idealism, 
d1s111tercst in Communism or other rigid ideologies and rejec_tion 
of materialistic American values. 
Other things they're against, suggested Bill Stout in the 
taut script he co-authored with producer Jack Beck, include 
bureaucracy, the _war in V:ietnam and a foreign policy based on 
what they consider out-of-date, dangerous anti-Communist 
"demology". 
What they're for, Stout said, is full civil rights, less arbitrary 
school student relationships, activism designed to "help the 
poor to help themselves' 'and "participatory democracy". 
The New Left was said to be discontent because of "the 
system's" failure to deal with primary causes and obvious in-
justic~s. "It's. be~t", said one sociologist, "on rehumanizing. 
American society. 
Others dismissed the movement as naive, aimless, and 
do~n:ied to failure because of its antipathy toward organized' 
poht1cal action. 
It was seen as "a powerless minority" whose ideas could 
become the Nation's prevalent political attitude 20 years from 
now. 
IC Admissions Policy 
by Bill Stoller 
It was not really so long ago 
that all of you, especially the 
frosh, can't remember that 
special kind of experience you 
went through that is usually 
called "applying for admission". 
There were times when things 
got a little confusing, -and per-
haps there even was a time you 
questioned the wisdom of your 
high school guidance counselor 
-after all, he did tell you that 
since you fell in love with the 
city of Ithaca that you should ap-
ply lo both Cornell and LC. and 
consider Cor,nell your "safe''. 
But actually, your counselor did 
have every opportunity to be 
well informed about I.C. through 
a publication of the college called 
the "Ithaca College Bulletin", 
and through other information 
available , from the admissions 
and financial aid offices. 
The "Ithaca College Bulletin" 
is an admissions brochure that 
is distributed to the 3600 high 
schools on I.C.'s mailing list. 
After wading through the first 
half of the brochure's picture 
FACULTY AND STUDENTS 
program available at Ithaca Col-
filled pages, information on each 
curriculum, degree awarded, and 
lege can be found. Objectives, 
special admission requirements 
(if any) are listed for each pro-
gram. There are also listings of 
student activities, college organi-
zations, and sports. 
The brochure gives the basic 
annual costs, listings of addi-
tional fees, and on the following 
page talks about financial assist-
ance. Although only basic infor-
mation is in the brochure, addi-
tional information is available to 
counselors, prospective st~dents, 
and also to already registered stu-
dents. Entering freshman, but 
not upperclassmen or already 
registered frosh, are eligible for 
scholarships if they can show 
need and if they meet the acade-
mic requirements of an average 
of 85% in high school and score 
550 or better on their college 
boards. National Defense Stu-
dent Loans of up to $500 a semes-
ter and with interest charges 
starting only after the student is 
NOTICE for the ½ PRICE SPECIAL ~~~~~b~r 
THAT YOU DON'T~ 
SEE AS WELL AS YOU ONCE DID? 
HAVE TROUBLE READIHG YOUR NEWSPAPER OR THOSE STREET SIGNS? 
~----- _.}r 
Perhaps it's Time Y-ou Visited Your Nearby 
Registered Optometrist 
Corner State & Tioga 
, 
Show your I.D. or Parking Permit to the cashier for SO% discount on your car 
wash. Texaco Credit Cards honored. 
CLOTH~S .MAKE THE MAN, .AND 
HASKELL HAS THE CLOTHES AT 
Mon. thru Sat. 
8:30 to 5:00 
Sunday 
9:00 to 2:00 
BROWNING, KING & CO. 
COMPLETE COLLEGIATE CLOTHIER 
State Street at Aurora 
P.S.-B.K. is also home of the "whiskey scindwich11 
out of school for nine months, 
and then at 3%, are available to 
all students who can show need 
and who can fill the academic 
requirement of being allowed to 
register for classes at l.C. Fed-
erally-assisted work-study grants , 
and part - time employment -
the latter mostly for upperclass-
men-are available to students 
who can show need (based on the 
filing of a Parent's Confidential 
Statement). The "work grants" 
are mostly given in the form of 
paid on-campus employment and 
students must maintain a certain 
minimum grade-point average in 
college to continue to receive 
them. They are paid for jointly 
by the federal government and 
Ithaca College, and the college 
must prove to the government 
each year that it is paying for a 
certain part of the program in 
order that federal money will be 
given to the college. The financial 
aid office is hopeful for an in-
crease in federal aid so that the 
grants can be given to more eli-
gible students. For New York 
State residents, there are the 
Regents Scholarships and the In-
centive Awards. To be eligible 
for these, tests were given to 
high school seniors. If you didn't 
take the test, or if you didn't 
score high enough, you can still -
get the Incentive Award (but not '! 
the Scholarship) as soon as you 
have completed at least twelve 
credit hours in college. The 
awards run from $100 to $500, 
based on -the N. Y. State taxable 
income of your parents, or who-
ever is supporting you. 
Quite well defined in the "Bul-
letin" are the standards for ad-
mission. The order in which re-
quirements are considered is 
shown, requirements for early 
decision and advanced standing 
are spelled out, and there is even 
a chart to show what a candi- .I. 
date's chances for admission are 
according to his high school 
average and S.A.T. scores. For 
example, if your high school 
average was between 80 and 
82.9% (2.50 and 2.70 grade point 
system) and each of your S.A.T.'s 
was between 525 and 574 then 
your chances for admission here 
at Ithaca were "very good" 
(about 70 out of 100). Some things 
that the brochure doesn't say 
about admissions, but that a 
counselor can learn from the ad;,,. 
missions office is that sons anc.\.i 
daughters of alumni are consid- ' 
ered above non-alumni related 
applicants, everything else being 
equal; that while interviews are 
not necessary, they can be a 
"plus" for a student, but they 
won't be a "minus" for those who 
don't have one; that under-
achievers {those who's average 
doesn't reflect their indicated po-
tential) are considered in most 
cases, but not those who apply 
for a math or science major. 
So, although your counselor 
might have been a bit wrong on 
what schools you should have ap-
plied to, Ithaca College had in-
formation available for him. 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
SUBMITIING A SCRIPT FOR 
THIS YEAR'S SCAMPERS 
PRODUCTION P L E A S E 
TURN IN TO SUSAN ZAHER 
BY WED., OCT. 11-DORM 
21A. 
Ill 
by Susan Longaker 
Since I have received a nominally small selection of 
readers' poems, I shall let you in on my many amazing ex-
periences in the Ithaca College Library ... While whipping 
through twenty-six poetry works dfat I must complete for a 
certain course I am taking, I made several discoveries. The 
first was A. R. Ammons who wrote The Tape for the Turn of 
the Year. The following is an excerpt that I found extremely 
similar to my own actions ... 
.... my poem went for a ride today. I 
backgutted it all 
the way out 
of the typewriter, 
rewinding the roll: 
stuck it in a paper bag 
then in the glove compartment: 
we all went to York, Pa. 
to visit relations: 
I was reluctant to give 
the day to myself and not the 
poem, but 
the thing I couldn't do 
, was separate us-
what if the house caught 
fire while I was gone? 
uhn,uhn: took it with me . 
And then, while swimming through various other books, 
I came with pure pleasure to James Dickey and his Drowning 
With Others. Here following I present only snatches from this 
book, due to limitation of space, but urge you to get hold of its 
( after I am done with it, of course!) 
11 
from "A Dog Sleeping on my Feet" by J. Dickey 
, ... Being his resting place, 
I do not even tense 
the muscles of a leg 
or I would se·em to be changing. 
Instead I turn the page 
of notebook, carefully not 
Remembering what I have written ... 
• • • • 
from "The Treehousc at Night" 
... My green graceful bones fill the air 
With sleeping birds. Alone, alone 
And with them I move gently, 
I move at the heart of the world. 
• • • • 
from "The Rib" 
... Far off in the brush, all teeth 
Hear me answer the patient world 
Of love in my side imprisoned, 
As I rise, going moonward toward better 
and better sleep. 
• • • • 
. . . Paraded, lamented, and sank 
Into the intelligent light, 
And danced unimagined and free 
Like the sun taking place on the sea ... 
Twosomes 
·~, 
/ 
Finley are engaged. Mr. Finley 
is studying for his roctorate in 
dairy biochemistry at Cornell 
University. 
Miss Carol Ruopp, a senior 
speech pathology major here, is 
engaged to John Lyons, a Cornell 
graduate from St. Mary's, Pa. 
(J. Victoria Gledhill of, Avoca, is 
engaged to Karl Anderson, also 
of Avoca. Vicki is a senior physi-
cal education major at Ithaca 
CQllege, and her fiance is a 
senior at· the University of Buf-
falo. 
Miss Barbara fiammond of 
Horseheads, N. Y., and Mr. Gregg 
Soininen were married July 27, 
r}J-_967. Mrs. Soininen, an I.C. grad-
If" uate, is on the faculty at Lansing 
' Central School. Mr. Soininen. is 
~ 
l 
I 
·" 
a senior music major at Ithaca 
College. 
l\,fiss Donna Hendrickson, a 
senior studying Physical Therapy 
at Ithaca College and Mr. John 
TREMENDOUS SELECTION 
of Ladies' Slacks 
Sizes 8 to 46 - $1.98 up 
<> 
State Variety Store 
510 W. State St. 
Open evenings until 9 
Sundays 9 - 7 p.m. 
Susan Weissman of Hewlett, is 
engaged· to Norman Alvy of the 
Bronx. Susan is a senior at I.C., 
and her fiance is attending Buf-
falo University School of Law. 
An August 1968 wedding is 
planned. 
Sandra Barton and Daniel 
Iezzi, both majoring in Physical 
Education at I.C., were married 
August 20, 1967. 
Miss Ruth Gray, a former stu-
dent at Ithaca College, married 
Richard Board in Delhi, June 24, 
1967. 
Mis Margaret Taylor of Elmira, 
is engaged to William Forsberg 
of Corning. Her fiancc is a sen-
ior here, majoring in business 
administration. 
Miss Lorraine Quackenbush of 
Fort Plain, N. Y., became the 
bride of James Cronkhite, also of 
Fort Plain, on August 5, 1967. 
Mrs. Cronkhite is teaching his-
tory in Candor Central School. 
Her husband is a senior at Ithaca 
College. 
SEND ARTICLES FOR 
TWOSOMES TO ITHACAN 
c/o CHERI HARING 
We're Proud of Our Lube 
Jobs! 
V 
Barnetts' Sunoco 
519 W. State St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. AR 2-9881 
from "the Scratch" 
... Once hid in a fiery twist 
of brier, it binds my wrist. 
I II this marked place, on a stone, 
I watchfully sit down 
to Jift it wisely, and see 
blood come, as at a play, 
which shall fall outside my life 
It knows neither stone nor leaf 
11nr how it has come from my heart 
to find its true color in light. 
I raise my other-armed sleeve, 
and wipe in a kind of love, 
and wellspring of love from its bed, 
And, glancing about for the dead, 
Look distantly off at my blood 
As it forms upon air, as if 
lt were the first blood of my life 
And the last thing of earth that I owned. 
A third, and 1 judge lucky di~covery was Robert Creeley. 
Herc 1 have selected a few poems from a book called The N cw 
American Poetry 1945-60. 
The Innocence by Robert Creeley 
Looking to the sea, it is a line 
of unbroken mountams. 
It is the sky. 
It is the ground. There 
we live, on it. 
It is a mist 
now tangent to another 
quiet. Herc the leaves 
come, there 
is the rock in evidence. 
or evidence. 
What I come to do 
is partial, partially kept. 
Out of the table endlessly rocking, 
Just Friends by Robert Creeley 
Out of the table endlessly rocking, 
sea shells and firm, 
I saw a face appear 
which called me dear. 
To be loved is half the battle 
I thought. 
To be 
is to be better than is not. 
Now when you arc old what will you say? 
You don't say, 
she said. 
That was on 'Drnrsday. 
Friday night I left 
and haven't been back since. 
Everything is water 
i~ you look long enough. 
Campus Library 
Will Receive 
New Additions 
Ithaca College students will 
discover many new and unusual 
additions to their library this 
fall. Books and periodicals rang-
ing from Freemasonry to the 
Congressional Records during 
World War I are among recent 
gifts from faculty members, Cor-
nell professor, and local resi-
dents. 
In addition to donations from 
Dean Clark, Dr. Hammond, and 
Dr. Karam of the I.C. faculty, 
Richard Comstock, Special Assist-
ant to the President, contributed 
five volumes of "A Library of 
Freemasonry" edited by R. F. 
Gould. Douglas Waight of Build-
ings and Grounds donated a col-
lection of Civil War letters in the 
name of Harry A. Babcock. A 
number of volumes on Account-
ing have also been given by 
Harold Hinkelman, Associate Pro-
fessor of Accounting. 
Professor John Wilson, pre-
viously on the Speech faculty at 
Cornell, has contributed two-
hundred volumes of bound and 
paperback ./ books on Speech, 
Drama, Current events and Spe-
cial affairs. Other gifts from Cor-
nell include over three-hundred 
books on Economics donated by 
Paul M. O'Leary, and a series of 
"Mathematical Reviews" from 
1939 to 1967 presented by Pro-
fessor Robert Walker of the Math 
Department. 
Gifts from the Ithaca area in-
clude volumes of the Congres-
sional Records during World War 
I which were donated by Dr. and 
Mrs. David Epstein of Dryden, 
twelve volumes on Drama from 
Mrs. Eric Howell, 325 Mitchell 
Street, and periodicals on Health 
and Physical Education from Mrs. 
Elizabeth Genung, 403 North 
Tioga Street. 
THIE !BOXCAR 
1274 Dryden Rd. Phone AR 3-9742 
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Chaplain's Corner 
lby tclhe ~lchaca CoHege Clhaplains 
-The Rev. George E. Clarkson, Protc~tant Chaplain 
\Vhv a coffee house? \Vh,it happens there? This column 
is far tt;o short, hut we can h111t. For one never knows what 
will happen in a coffee house on any particular night. So much is 
not scheduled. 
It is a place for free and open d1~cu~io11. There arc other 
places on campus, but many who ~eek out a coffee house arc 
those who wish to discuss. Suddenly It 1s a discussion growing 
out of a philosophy course, or again, about policies on drug 
addiction. Hardly a night passes when someone is not heard 
in scnous debate. 
One feels free in a coffee house, free to he more of him-
self. If you feel like bringing a guitar, and sitting 011 the floor 
and singing, it can be done. Sometimes two groups arc singing 
~oftly m different corners and some others arc cl1~cus~ing, a 
few more playing games. 
It is a place run by students with a high degrl!e of re~ponsi-
bility. So they feel it is theirs. There is a staff advisor but he 
only advises. Some faculty stop from time to time and find it 
a fine place to converse, to get to know students in a different 
light. V.'e need more of this, rather than less. 
It is a place for exhibits. Last year we had several "one-
man" shows and will be having them again this year. Sometimes 
a special discussion is planned following a lecture on campus. 
Those who can take the time and have the interest can follow 
up questions and come to know a guest in more intimate dis-
cussion. 
It has functions not even mentioned here. So many have 
found the "I & E" Coffee House in Dorm 3 this vear that we arc 
confident that some very creative things can c·ome from it. 
Oh yes, we forgot to mention, several kinds of tea, and 
cocoa. Cheese and crackers, cookies, pop corn somehow do 
wonders for opening up conversations. 
Ho Rapp Brown 
Discussed 
The International Club held its 
first event of the year last Wed-
nesday with a discussion on the 
Burning of H. Rapp Brown. Club 
President Robert Yaasi said at 
this time that other events will 
be formulated during the club's 
first general meeting, to be held 
this Wednesday, September 20, 
1967 . 
Mr. Yaasi said that he hoped 
to repeat several of last year's 
successful events, such as an In-
ternational Day in Spring when a 
forum would be held for mem-
bers to get first hand impres-
sions of other members; coun-
tries, and an International Club 
Dinner at which time foreign stu-
dents will make their countries' 
specialties. 
The International Club also is 
looking forward to the speech 
that will be given next month by 
Dr. S. Rani Bhaegetta, a Hindu 
sociologist, who is currently 
teaching here at Ithaca College. 
Dr. Bhaegetta has been in the 
United States for four years and 
has previously taught at Harvard, 
UCLA, and Berkeley. Though it 
is not known at this time what 
she will speak on, the sociology 
teacher is said to be again;rt the 
war in Viet Nam, segregation and 
racialism. 
Dr. Kenneth Hendrickson, who 
had previously advised the club, 
is no longer a member of our 
faculty. Among those being con-
sidered to take his post is Dr. 
John Ryan. 
~etiut;/o~ 
o1, !/IJU'l J!ltmPj ~ ! 
Revion'snew 
eNaturaU Wonderr9 
total-care medicated skin lotion 
Regular 8-oz. size 
(with 2-oz. trial size!) 
both for 
Revlon is so sure that 'Natural 'Wondd tDtal-= r.'cin, 
lotion will do more to stop blemishes than :1 whole 
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MOVIE REVIEW 
by Richard Gordau 
WORTHWHILE FILMS THIS WEEK: 
Laf orse tells 
IF rosh ''Relax'' Greek l-lighlights TEMPLE-The Jokers - charming comedy-suspense st~ry 
of British youths attempting to heist the Crown Jewels, with 
Michael Crawford, Harry Andrews. 
ITHACA-Delightful double feature - What's Ne'".v Pussy-
cat? and How to .Murder Your Wife. . 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY THEATER-la Dolce Vita. 
DRYDEN DRIVE-IN-Blow Up. 
"I loved the symbolism," is one of the pat answers used by 
people attempting to_ justify their li~ing fo: Mich~langclo. An,: 
tonioni's Blow Up. Exactly what this amb1guC?us . symbohs~ 
is one would be hard pressed to express. Syi:nbohs~ m the classic 
sense is the use of a "symbol" by an artist. Thi~ may_ be de-
fined as making one thing rcprese_nt a larger idea. 1.c., the 
Cross-Church, red-passion, snake-evil. . 
Antonioni however docs not use symbolism per se. What, 
for example, docs the propellor symbolize? Aeronautics? Mech-
anization? No, the propeller docs not have to be a propeller, 
an old crate or a rotten orange would have bec1~ eq!-'ally effec-
tive. The idea is that the photographer at one pomt zs attracted 
to the propeller an1 later a/1 but forget~ it. The same happens 
with the piece of o-unar he fights for during the dance, and on<;e 
outside discards. He docs not know what he wants or ""'.hy. His 
attitudes and desires are as uncontrollable as the sex _dnv~ th~t 
causes him to romp naked with the two teenage girls m his 
studio. He is modern man stripped by society of any set codes 
or basis to judge what should be desirable. _ . 
He plays many roles and desires many different thmgs. He 
is like Alice in Lewis Carrol's "Wonderland" . . . "I hardly 
know who I am, sir, just at present-at !_east I know who I was 
when I got up this morning, but I thmk I must have been 
changed several times since then." 
(new education professor 
interview) 
Dr. Martin Laforse, new As-
sistant Pr~fessor of Education at 
Ithaca College, has most recently 
been at Peabody College in Nash-
ville, Tennessee, where he taught 
sociology and education. He was 
graduated from Syracuse Univer-
sity in 1949, and received his 
Master's degree there in 1950. 
Thereafter he ,taught at the 
secondary school level in several 
different high schools. In 19iJ2, 
he received a National Defense 
Education Act Fellov.:5hip to 
study the foundations of educa-
tion at Syracuse University. His 
Ph.D. dissertation was entitled 
"The Educational Policy of the 
Labor Party in England," whose 
title implies the scope of Dr. 
Laforse's interests in educati_on: 
as the social and political factors 
which form educational methods. 
AERho 
by Ron Kobosko 
Another eventful week has just 
closed for A E Rho. At our week-
ly meeting last Thursday, A E 
Rho's many upcoming events 
were discussed. It was decided 
that our rush party will be held 
on Monday, October 2nd in a 
room in Egbert Union to be an-
nounced later. The affair w.ill be 
an informal get-together open to 
all Radio-TV majors. First semes-
ter freshmen are welcome, even 
though they won't be eligible to 
pledge until next semester, as 
the brothers would like to meet 
them. 
This unsurity of basic. idcnti~y i~ "."hat_ C'.3-USe~ the pho-
tographer to have such difficulty m d1stmgms_hmp; 1ll_uson a_n1 
realty. Was there a body? ¥!as thc~c even a girl m his studio. 
And finally, is there a tennis ball m the game played by the 
mimes? 
Once again, A E Rho is in 
charge of the Radio-TV Depart-
ment's program during Parent's 
Weekend - Friday, October 27th 
through Saturday, October 28th. 
Arrangements for a banquet Fri-
day night to which all Radio-TV 
students and their parents will 
be invited are being made. On 
Saturday 4 E Rho will take the 
parents on· a tour of the depart-
ment, which will include the pre-
sentation of videotapes and films 
from outstanding past TV produc-
Professional scholars some- tions, such as the Spring Week-
times become dry automatons-- end '67 Parade coverage pro-
droolers of facts. Not Dr. La- duced by A E Rho. The brothers 
forse. He asked the interviewer have also accepted the Radio-TV 
questions; we spoke of many faculty's offer to head publicity 
By the end of Blow Up we arc not sure of the~e answ<:rs 
ourselves. In the final shot when the photor;r~phcr himself _dis: 
appears we're n~t ~vcn sure he was real. This 1s what AntonIOJ?I 
intended and this 1s the reason we understand Blo'li! Up even _if 
we don't think so. The film lacks any secure pomt to ~egm 
judgment and doubt and question are _the result. An_d that 1s the 
whole point. The structure and techniques of the film make us 
feel exactly what the photographer does. There is a perfect blend 
of style and content. Antonioni's me~ium is his ~essage. . 
Federico Fellini in la Dolce Vita ( 1959) gives us hr'!l 
ground to start from. His s:ymbols are more standard and ~1s 
story deals with the breakmg down of moral codes-unlike 
Blow Up which bel!:i_ns after the codes are lost.. . 
A brilliant openmg shot of a statue _of Chnst being _moved 
·by helicopter over Rome,. explains immed1atel:y that man 1s_ta_m-
pering with God. A closmg shot of a dead fish ( the Chnst1an 
symbol) shows that the tamper\ng has destroyed.. . 
This look at moral decay m modern Rome 1s neither as 
profound o~ as well concci~<:d as Blow Up. The picture is far 
from Fellim's best. The British told the same story more acu-
rately in Darling (1965). La Dolce Vita is basically simple and 
surely overlong. Y ct, Fellini worshipers will probably tell you 
there's more there than meets the eye. If so, chances arc they put 
it there, not Fellini. 
things - jazz, the South; he bor-
rowed a cigarette; read a pas-
sage from a book to make a point 
about philosophical jargon. Asked 
what his advice to freshmen was, 
he said "Relax!" Asked his 
opinion of Ithaca College, he 
answered "Very unstuffy." 
So are you, Dr. Laforse. 
Greek 
Highlights 
will not 
be accepted 
after 
Sunday -
5:00 
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TA TOOS - STROBE LIGHTS 
BREAD JEWELRY - BUMPER STICKERS 
and promotion for WICB-TV this 
year. 
It was announced by Treasurer 
Fred Eisenthal that our psyche-
delic "happening" dance on Sep-
tember 9th was a success. The 
brothers thank all who turned out 
despite the inclement weather, 
and appreciate their support of 
A E Rho. 
Sigma Alpha Nu 
by Art Koeppel 
Two weeks of the new semes-
ter have past, classes are in full 
swing, and so are Sigma Alpha 
Nu's plans for the coming year. 
The year started last July with 
a reunion for all brothers. Sigma 
Alpha Nu brothers have left a 
distinct mark on Jones Beach 
and Shea Stadium. More than 
half the brotherhood joined to-
gether for this first · summer out-
ing. It was good to get away from 
work for a weekend and let 
loose. 
The first party this full was 
held last Saturday night at. To-
baggan Lodge. Scotch, Rye, 
Bourbon, Gin, and Vodka flowed 
freely and music was su·pplied by 
Jeff Kramer and The Group. The 
reactions by the brothers the 
next morning :proved ·that all had 
a "smashing" good time. 
The third and final dance in a 
series of Friday night at the 
Union Dances will be held this 
Friday night sponsored by Sigma 
Alpha Nu. "The Rogues" will 
provide the music, Bud, the re-
freshment, and the Rec Room the 
place. In addition, a transistor 
radio will be given away free to 
one guest. Time for the dance is 
9:00 to 12:00, the radio to be 
given away sometime during the 
evening. The day after the dance 
is our first football game against 
Lehigh, and Friday night is our 
chance to really say, "Bomb Le-
high." 
Next Monday and for the next 
two weeks, rushing begins. Sig-
ma Alpha Nu's first rush party 
will be held Monday, September 
25 in U-1 from 8:30 to 10:00. Re-
freshments will be served, and 
all students are invited. Fresh-
men, although they cannot pledge 
until the -spring are invited to 
meet the brothers. 
The second rush party will be 
held at the house, Dorm ISA on 
Thursday, September 28 from 
8:30 to 10:00. Again, all are wel-
come. 
WILL THE 
PERSON WHO 
STOLE LOWER 
J LOT PLEASE 
RETURN IT I 
Phi Mu Alpha 
by Don Zogel 
The brothers of Phi Mu Alpha 
have begun the year with some 
activities and plans which we 
think will prove valuable not 
only to us, but to many students 
here at I.C. 
Already under way we have a 
series of recitals and listening 
sessions scheduled for the semes-
ter. There are held in the ·Phi 
Mu Alpha lounge, Dorm 24B on 
Sunday afternoons. The series is 
arranged so that one week we 
will present a recital, the follow-
ing week a listening session, and 
so on, alternating programs each 
week throughout the semester. 
The recitals performed will 
present a wide range of musical 
literature both vocal and instru-
mental. They will offer literature 
from all eras of musical develop-
ment. 
The listening sessions wµI 
consist primarily of required ma-
terial for the music history 
classes. 
Sunday, September twenty 
fourth, there is a recital sched-
uled. We invite anyone interested 
to attend this program and the 
ones planned for the following 
weeks. 
Also in our plans for the near 
future is our Fall Smoker. There 
will be a recital and guest speak-
er. The tentative date for the 
smoker is Wed., September twen-
ty-seventh. Further information 
will be posted. 
Delta Sigma Pi 
by Bob Arenstein 
Well the "test grind" has 
finally started and the halls of 
Deltasig have quieted doWD since 
the opening of school this semes-
ter. 
We had our first meeting last 
Wednesday night and Dave Suss 
was appointed head of· the Rose 
Committe_e for this year. Dave, 
along with a committee of Awo, 
have the honorable job of inter-
viewing the cutest and prettiest 
girls on the J.C. campus. So girls 
watch for Dave as he scouts 
around the campus. Our Rose 
Dance this year will be in-
corporated as a part of Winter 
Weekend. Our Rose for this year, 
Gail Rieman, will be on hand to 
do the crowning honors at that 
time. 
Deltasig has , begun planning 
their dance in October, and 
rumor has it something different 
may be here. 1 
Watch for our professional 
talks on campus in the, near fu-
ture! 
Delta Phi Zeta 
by Judy A. Sacco 
Delta Phi is 'getting into the 
swing of its 40th anniversary 
year with plans for our first 
Alumni weekend. An invitation 
has been extended to all alumni 
sisters to return to Ithaca for a 
party celebration the weekend·of 
October 21st. Barb Sellers, our 
Alumni Secretary, and Judy 
Breen, our Social Chairman, are 
coordinating the weekend. 
The sisters also wish to invite 
all upperclass and freshmen girls 
to attend our rush parties. The 
parties will be held at the house 
on Tuesday evening, September 
26th, from 7-9:00, and on Sunday 
afternoon, October 1st, from 2-
4:00. 
In the planning stage is 
another fashion show scheduled 
for late October. Delta Phi and 
the Bullseye are working to-
gether to make this year's show 
as great a success at last. 
NEVER GO TO A 
BACHELOR'S PAD 
ALONE ... GO 
WITHA 
BACHELOR. 
Delta Kappa 
By Mike Schell 
Newly elected rush chairman 
Dan Baker announces the dates 
for this semester's rush parties: 
the first will be held in the Stu-
dent Union this Sunday, and the 
next on October 2, at a time and 
place to be announced. President 
Tom Sloan urged all male inde-
pendents on campus to attend all 
the Greek rush parties, and en-
couraged freshman especially to 
begin looking into fraternity life. 
Besides rush chairman, elected 
at a special meeting Sunday night 
were: John McCauley, Corre- · 
sponding Secretary; Larry Price, 
Director; Neil Lane, Pledgemas-
ter; and Bob Tottey, Assistant 
Pledgemaster. Congratulations 
and good luck to these men. Jim •': 
Cross has been appointed chair-
man of the Christmas Ball, and 
has already begun work. 
Social Chairman Bob DiGangi 
has revealed that last Friday's 
dance was a total success and ex-
pressed gratitude to all who 
helped him. Bob is now making 
arrangements for the first party 
of the year on September 30. \ 
Bill Adams will be sending the · 
Student Directory to press this 
week and distribution of the 
directory will probably be the 
earliest in its twenty years of 
publication. 
Pi Lambcla Chi 
by Bill Menn 
This Tuesday, September 26th, 
marks Pi Lambda Chi's first Rush 
Party for the fall semester. Bill ~ 
Mentz has been appointed Rush-
Chairman, and the first party 
will take place in the house, 
Dorm 22A. The Brothers are 
ooking forward to meeting all 
Ithaca College men. Information 
about other rush parties will fol-
low next week. 
The Brothers are also looking 
forward to their mixer with 
Delta Phi Zeta. It will be held 
this coming Sunday afternoon at 
a local establishment. 
Over the summer, five Brothers 
were married. They were J" -
Cronkhite, George Kiley, Ke f, 
Shiess, Bob Schumacher, and Lar- ' 
ry Smith. Two Brothers were also 
pinned recently. They were Skip 
Pennella, to Donna Marsh, of 
Delta Phi Zeta, and John Mc-
cuaig, to Betty Poplawski, of 
Gamma Delta Pi. 
If you have any questions about 
the swimming regulations at 
Taughannock Park, just phone 
27;1-9883 and ask f'or Tom Sam-
ter, Russ Marron, or Rick De-
Furia. They'll be happy to give 
you all the information they can. 
It was also learned this weekend 
that you can't swim in two inches 
of water ... right Bennett? 
Pi Theta Phi 
by Diano Golub 
Saturday, September 16, 1967 
at Buttermilk Falls Pi Theta Phi 
held its annual picnic for all 
physical therapy majors and 
faculty, and as usual it was a 
huge success. The afternoon was 
highlighted by plenty of ham-
burgs, hotdogs and a thrilling 
game of softball. 
This year the fraternity is ini-
tiating a new program to give an 
added responsibility to each 
member and thus making Pi 
Theta Phi a more efficient and 
closer group. Committees have 
been formed to deal with such 
aspects as; fund raising, service 
projects and the formation of our 
own medical library. We are all 
very anxious to make this our 
most successful year ever. 
HELP SUPPORT 
TRAFFIC TICKETS 
- PARK IN LOWER 
J LOT. 
Birds Continued ... ELDRIDGE 
Appearance; male: continually wears same clothes which 
great grandfather gave to Salvation Army in 1917, is un-
shaven and gives appearance of having washed once a decade as 
child; has long hair and fingernails, and always seems to have 
a "head" on because of bloodshot eyes. 
Female: looks like a bloated Twiggy or a skinny Cass; 
sometimes hard to notice because of a continual cloud of smoke 
eminating from her lips; ,vears mini-skirts and nylons but most-
Did you know that the average ly cut off jeans and Brute Bird sweatshirts! 
age of the Cornell Frosh is 16.2 Disposition: generally mysterious, non-communitive and 
by C. Lee 
. that Father Graf held mass "above it all," seldom talks above a whisper, grunts during 
in. the middle of the book sale seminars; hates Lyndon and the Yankees; wants to end Viet 
and asked students to stay and Nam war by making love in \Vashington; likes to pretend it 
look· around ... that everyone thinks deeply on matters of personal morality. 
should support the IFC-Fall Goals in life; male: wishes to be a junkie, a poet or a 
weekend Booklet ... that rushing shepherd, wants to join Peace Corps to help underprivileged 
starts September 25 . · · that DK nations be like the U. S. ( which it despises as being imperial-
is having a Gala Opening of tht:ir istic!) 
new lodge ... that Fall Weekend Female: wishes to be an artist or a stripper; wants no part 
looks good but chilly (Nov. 10th- of motherhood, children, or men; wishes to raise "pot" plants for 
112th) bring your blankets · : · · all the "heads" in the village. 
that we're still having entertam- Tendencies which make it a non-conforming bird: does not 
I ment problems .... that Trav's b~lieve ii? God or so~p. Wishes to kill mom along with her apple 
1 is gone and the displaced persons pie, despises "father' who works hard ( to let them attend LC.), 
· have moved to Someplace Else as "old fashioned," and wants to do away wtih the grade point 
, ... that false eyelashes are in system and substitute "cubes" for it. 
. . . that the English majors Attended Ithaca College; male: to dodge draft, grow a 
would like another (Coffee) Sher- beard, smoke pot, take trips, and avoid yearly bath. Female: 
ry Hour with the Profs ... that to pretend she's a liberated woman, smoke cigarettes and wear 
Bobby Kennedy dropped in at same clothes two days in a row. 
the Dillinghams ... that Proc- Part II: The Music Minorbird, The Duck-Billed lntel-
toring in the Terrace Dorms was a lectual, The Neurotic Normal Bird and a special feature-the 
problem ... that quiet hours in Housemother Hen-in two weeks. Next week-a memorium to 
the quads are now in effect . . . a departed love. 
''That man can't live with woman, 
'!mt can't live without her" . . . 
thank you Dr. Rand . . . that 
smoking is not allowed in the 
classrooms ... teachers included 
... that the Drama Dept. is work-
ing on it's first production . . . 
that New York State has a Hazing 
Law which sentences up to 10 
vears and $5,000 fine for touch-
ing a pledge . . . that some of 
the professors got new clothes 
this year ... that the light burns 
dim in Intro to Anthro . . . that 
campus roads are improving . . . 
,j.hat Cornell Grad School is 
,.hanging th.eir image . . . saw 
· RCW in Washington ... that 
papers are due already . . . that 
frosh are already shopping for a 
variety of new college catalogues 
... that Dr. Pasternack has a 100 
cm long child and he's the tough-
est kid on the block . . . that if 
the staff of the ITHACAN would 
move their cars, 'J' lot might 
be finished by May . . . that the 
Puritans were really very sexy 
people ... right Dr. Stein? ... 
that IC lost and gained a Dr. 
· "~ichards this time in the Philoso-1 }IY Dept. . . . that there's a 
;~lf>lace in Maryland refered to as 
(, "Sin City". 
Press Cards 
Issued 
On September 20, at 4 p.m., 
Press Cards for the 1967-68 
school year will l:!e issued to cer-
tain staff members of The Itha-
k can, The Cayugan, and WICB 
1AM, F~1, and TV by the Ithaca 
College News Bureau. 
The passes will be distributed 
at the third of three annual meet-
ings Jn the Job Room of Egbert 
l.Tnion. The purpose of the pass is 
to identify members of the dif-
ferent news mediums on the I.C. 
campus at special affairs. The 
students who get the passes are 
designated by the head of each 
of the media. 
} John Potter, who is faculty ad-
t 
~isor to the Ithacan and who will 
issue the passes, brought the 
. idea with him when he came to 
I.e. from Cornell. Potter said the 
passes are accepted at face value 
at many other colleges, Universi-
ties, and events. , 
Dairll Q~een 
. ,.
, 
,. 
I 
.. 
Just Across from Tho 
Grand Union 
WICB 
by Ron Kokosko 
WICB .Af.'I-FM, the student-
operated radio stations of Ithaca 
College, are well under way with 
what should be the best year yet 
for Ithaca College radio. WICB 
.Af.'I, which operates on a closed 
circuit on 600 KC. to the campus, 
is continuing its "Top 60" format 
from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. weekdays 
and from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on 
weekends. During all other hours, 
WICB carries music from North-
east Radio Network Station 
WEIV. Every Tuesday, a new sur-
vey sponsored by local theatres 
will be distributed. All program-
ming remains campus-oriented, 
and special features are planned. 
Another first for WICB-AM took 
place on September 9th when 
Pam Rogers, the first girl dj in 
the station's history, took to the 
air from 12 to 3 p.m. Pam will 
be a member of the regular dj 
staff, which will soon be an-
nounced. WICB-AM takes re-
quests from 9 p.m. on. 
At WICB-FM, our non-com-
mercial station which serves all 
of Ithaca at 91.7 MC. from 6 p.m. 
to 2 a.m. weekdays and from 9 
a.m. to 2 a.m. on weekends, new 
Welcome Bthacans! 
features are being added. WICB-
FM's programming is about 70% 
smooth music and 30% special 
prograins. These include "The 
Young Set," featuring semi-rock, 
folk, and everything the young 
set likes, from 9 to 12 p.m. on 
Thursday; "All That Jazz" Friday 
nights from 12 to 2 a.m.; "Folk 
Music Ithaca" Saturdays from 6 
to 10 p.m.; Ithaca's original FM 
rock show from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
Sunday nights; and rock music 
from WICB-AM Monday through 
Thursday from 12 to 2 a.m. New 
shows on WICBFM include coun-
try music from 5 to 6 p.m. on 
Saturdays, and "Spotlight," high-
lighting a different artist every 
Sunday from 3 to 6 p.m. A com-
plete FM Program Guide will ap-
pear each week in The Ithacan 
beginning next week. 
Both WICB AM and FM are 
currently running a Sandwich 
Sweepstakes in which you can 
win one of several valuable prizes 
by simply sending the recipe for 
your favorite unusual sandwich 
to WICB. Listen to WICB .Af.1 or 
F!\I for details. The deadline for 
entries is September 30. 
It's nice to have you back, and we are delighted to make 
new acquaintances. For over thirty-five years Holley's 
has provided the highest quality, the newest in fashion 
from the campus fundamental to the dazzling charmers. 
Do come in and see our exciting fresh and colorful fash-
ion. 
This Suede Notch Collared Jacket is perfect for the girl 
on the go ... Delightfully practical, ta go with skirts, or 
casual dresses ... Zip out lining for oil season wear 
$40. 
The Fall Fashion Center In Ithaca 
(Continued from page 3) 
Frank Eldridge 
The Nature Conservancy is an 
outgrowth of a British organiza. 
tion of the same name. In Britain 
the group is government subsi-
dized, whereas its American 
counterpart, a non-profit organi-
zation, depends on private dona-
tions. 
The Central New York chapter 
includes nineteen counties and 
will celebrate its first anniver-
sary at Bower Hall in Cortland, 
New York, Monday, September 
18, 1967 at eight p.m. The or-
ganization's past accomplishments 
will be reviewed and plans laid 
for future annual meetings. 
Representatives from each coun-
ty will attend and the public is 
cordially invited. 
Professor Eldridge has been 
interested in nature for close to 
ten years. He currently owns a 
ninety-acre estate just south of 
the city of Ithaca, where he en-
joys "the birds, beasts, and 
flowers". Summing up his feel-
ings on the subject of his involve-
ment with nature he commented, 
"V{e buy places of natural inter-
est and sec that they are main-
tained for the value they are pur-
chased for". 
Cornell 
ROYAL 
SERVICE 
Main Plant - 527 W. State St. 
273 - 3561 
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NARDO'S 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
308 ELMIRA RD. 
V 
IForr A Good Time Any 
Night of the Week 
V 
New Bands Every Weekend 
Laundry 
FOIR 
IEVIEIRYONIE 
Collegetown Branch 
Dryden Rd. - Next to the Palms 
272-5961 
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Womell.19§ 
Club to Hear 
Time Offers Free Ads Educational 
\ 
President 
Greenville, S.C. (I.P.)-Furman would be exceptional in any 
University is getting a free ad group. But their records of con-
from Time magazine. Furman tribution as responsible citizens, 
was one of the first of some 500 working to the gest of their in-
schools to submit an advertise- dividual abilities, are typical of 
ment for Time's consideration. Furmen men and women. 
Experiment 
At Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. (l.P.) - The Uni-
The Ithaca College Women's vesity of Wisconsin Center Sys-
The submitted ad features pie- "What is Furman University tern will be the scene of a unique Club will meet at 8:00 p.m. Mon- f 11 ·t t d 
tures of Charles H. Townes, Nobel itself? First O a 1 's s u ents-- educational experiment during day, October 9, 1967 in the Eg- · h A d Physics Prize Winner and 1935 ng t no wsome l,5oo. s gra · the 1967-68 academic year. bert Union Rec. Room to hear 
a welcoming address 'from Presi-
dent Dillingham and to assign 
alumnus; Max Steele, Harper uates, more than half of'them will Four senior professors - two 
Novel Prize Winner, class of '43; continue their studies at profes- each semester - from Madison 
Ali-American baskctballer Frank sional or graduate schools. Fur- and Milwaukee campuses will be the various committee positions . 
for the coming year. Chairman Selvy, class of '54; and Bob Still- man is also more than 100 dis- chosen to act as "scholars-in-resi-
well, Rhodes Scholar, class of tinguished faculty members and dence" for the fl-unit Center 
of this event is Mrs. Walter New- ,67_ 750 acres of new campus in the 
som. "What do these men have in foothills of the Blue Ridge Moun-
Officers for 1967-1968 include and tains. These pieces fit together to 
the following: Mrs. Howard I. common?" the ad asks 
Dillingham, Honorary President; answers, "Their achievements form a liberal arts college with 
Mrs. George A. Moore, President,· t· 1 . a 141 year history of academic have all won na 1ona recogm-
Mrs. Robert Denoncourt, Ass't. excellence in a Christian at-
to the President; Mrs. George tion, and they all attended Fur- mosphere." 
Herron, Vice . President; Mrs. man University. The magazine had announced 
Robert Grant, Secretary; and Mrs. "It' h d t th t Ch I 
Clarabell Hogen, Treasurer. 
Regular meetings are usually 
scheduled on the second Monday 
of each month, unless otherwise 
stated. Tentative plans for the 
coming year include a dinner 
dance, card party, luncheon, rum-
mage sale, and other special 
events. A program for the com-
plete year will be mailed to all 
members as soon as plans have 
been finalized. 
Founded 19 years ago, the 
Women's Club continually strives 
to bring the faculty wives to-
gether socially as well as serving 
the college whenever it is possi-
ble. This year, as in the past, the 
club provides a loan fund that is 
made available to students who 
need financial assistance in 
emergency situations. Applica-
tions for these small, short-term 
loans are made through the Dean 
of Students' Office. 
s ar o say a ar es earlier this year that it would 
Townes or Frank Selvy are typi- run as many as 52 free college 
cal Furman graduates because ads during the 1967 calendar 
the natural abilities of these men year. 
UFCTo 
Hold Meeting 
· The United Christian Fellow- , year. Some of these plans in-
ship will hold its first meeting on eluded: continuance of the Sun-
Sept. 28 at 8 p.m. in the I & E I day Services, two month long 
Coffehouse, located in the base- seminars per term, noon discus-
ment of Dorm 3, next to the sions in the coffeehouse, monthly 
chaplains' offices. The meeting I supper-hour programs, and con-
will be presided over by the I tinued support of the I & E Cof-
groups' chairmen, Janet Ives, and ' feehouse. A Service Committee 
its advisor the Rev. George E. I also has made plans for inter. 
Clarkson. I ested students to offer their aid 
The meeting will help deter- to several organizations for a few 
mine plans for the upcoming hours ~ week. 
THIS YEAR 
EAT BETTER - FOR LESS 
Colonel Sanders is Offering You 
FREE MEALS 
AT 
Ktnt11ek11 fried Ckiektn ® 
704 WEST BUFFALO STREET 
DTHACA, N.Y. - PHONE 273-8444 
Here's How To Get Your FREE MEALS 
Pick up a college "STUDENT SPECIAL" Card 
at your Kentucky Fried Chicken store 
BUY 5 SNACK OR DINNER BOXES 
6th .WILL BE FREE DINNER 
SAVE AN EXTRA 50¢ 
System. The program will be 
funded by a $56,000 grant from 
the UW Kemper Knapp Commit-
tee. The "Knapp Uni~ersity 
Scholars" will divide their time 
between both brief and eictendPd 
visits to Center campuses and 
conducting their own research. 
While in residence at a Center, 
the scholars will conduct regular 
classes, bold faculty colloquia, 
engage in informal discussions 
with students, give public lectures 
and serve· as an intellectual 
stimulus to the Center and the 
local community. 
"The scholars will serve as a 
vital link between the de·gree• 
granting University campuses ann 
the Center System and help us 
realize our goal of bringing Cen-
ter programs inoo harmony with 
those of Madison and ~ilwau-
kee," Center Chancellor L. H. 
Adolfson noted. · 
The grant from the Kemper 
Knapp Committee provides that 
the scholars be paid their regu. 
lar salary plus travel and related 
expenses, and that each scholar 
be provided . a research assistant. 
The Kemper Knapp Committe -
four University administrators 
and faculty members-plans and 
guii:les expenditures from the in-
come of the Knapp Trust Fund, 
set up in 1945 with the estate of 
Kemper K. Knapp, a Chicago at-
torney who was graduated from 
the University law school in 1882. 
Last year over $250,000 was ex-
pended for programs in ac-
cordance with the flexible guide-
lines laid down in his will. 
GNOMON IS HERE! 
Sc 
3c: 
2c 
Xerox Copies 
first copy of 
each original 
each, 2nd thru 10th 
copies of same orig-
inal 
each, 11th copy on 
GNOMON COPY SERVICE 
313 Eddy Street . 
Collegetown 
Ithaca, New York 
Phone: 273-8686 
Spanish Club To· 
Hold First Meeting 
by Loura R. Kotz 
The Ithaca College Spanish 
Club will hold its first organiza-
tional meeting of the semester 
on Monday, October 2, 1967 from 
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in Room 1 of 
Egbert Union. The business at 
band will be to welcome old and 
new members and to elect club 
officers. 
The group advisors are Dr. 
Eduardo De Aguero and Miss Vic-
toria Gilman, a new faculty mem-
ber of the Spanish Department. 
They are planning several major 
events, among which are a two 
hour movie of "Don Quixote," a 
Russian production dubbed in 
Spanish, considered _the finest 
made of the classic Cervantes 
novel. Noted speakers from 
Spain and several Cornell pro-
fessors have been invited to lec-
ture during the course of the 
term. The highlight of the year's I 
activities will be an authentic 
Spanish Christmas party includ-
ing the traditional breaking of 
the pinata and customary carol-
ing., 
Club membership dues are 
$1.00 a semester and all students, 
regardless of their major, are in-
vited to join. Elected representa-
tives from the freshman, sopho-
more, junior, and senior classes 
work together with the club ad-
visors and officers to plan group 
policies and activities. 
Last term, Spanish Club mem- , 
hers totaled thirty-six. The out- , 
going officers; Pesident Doris 
Helm, Vice - President Helen 
Ochoa, and Secretary-Treasurer 
Robert Golden, hope to increase 
the number of Spanish "aficio- ' 
nados" on campus to at least 
fifty. 
Rockwell Killed 
' ' Some deaths are a faithful re-
flection of the path of a person's 
life. Such was the case with 
George Lincoln Rockwell, head of 
the U. S. Nazi Party. 
Two bullets, and be slumped 
over, dead. The car he had been 
trying to park rolled backward, 
coming to a halt against other 
cars. 
Conclusion: a life and death 
that were a parody, a Little B:it-
ler who died at the hands of 
another would-be Hitler and 
member of the U.S. Nazi Party. 
Among the aims of the U.S. 
Nazi Party, which Rockwell 
founded and led till his death, 
were shipping all Afro-North 
Americans back to Africa and ex-
terminating the Jews through 
sterilization. 
In 1961, sixteen years after the 
Nazi defeat and the Nuremberg 
Trials, which condemned Nazi 
war criminals - and in which 
U.S. jurists sat on th~ bench -
the U.S. Supreme Court decreed 
that ·Rockwell's organization had 
the right to express its Nazi 
philosophy throughout the land. 
Rockwell - seeming very little 
different from an ordinary Re-
publican or Democrat--also sup-
ported the U. S. blockade against 
Cuba in October 1962 and pro-
posed a U.S. invasion of Cuba. 
In August 1966, be attempted 
to organize a nationwide racist 
program against Negro ghettos in 
major U.S. cities. He declared at 
that time that the campaign 
would not end until "all Negroes 
are sent back to Africa." Months 
later, the Nazi Party publicly 
urged all its followers to take up 
arms to liquidate the black popu-
lation of the USA. 
Despite its being a small or-
ganization, the very existence of 
a Nazi Party in the United States 
today and its legalization by the 
U.S. Supreme Court give insight 
into that society where savage 
ideas are given fertile ground in 
which to prosper, unmolested. 
It was not idle boasting when 
the U. S. fuhrer stated publicly 
in 1962 before the State Legisla-
ture of Virginia (the same state 
where he was killed just five 
years later) that he had reason 
to "believe that if the word Nazi 
were removed from the name of 
the party but the aims remained 
the same, the entire Washington 
(D. C.) police force would join." 
He further stated that "Hitler's 
race ideas have great support in 
this country . . . and some da)1 
I will hold a post in the govern-
ment as a representative of the 
Nazi Party." 
Not much time was to pass be-
fore U. S. President Lyndon B. 
Johnson would confirm the truth 
of Rockwell's sµtements that 
Hitler's ideas have a large fol-
lowing in the United States. In 
an address to a group of U. S. 
students, carried in the February 
6, 1965, edition of the New York 
Times, he stated: "rd like to see 
you support the U. S. political\.. 
system as fanatically as the Naz(, 
youth did theirs during the war.';'-\, 
But even without Johnson's 
statement, it is evident that the 
fascist spirit has inspired U. S. 
policy for many years. . . The 
aggression, tortures and bombing 
raids carried out against Viet 
Nam would have aroused even 
Hitler's envy. The persecution of 
the U. S. black population would 
have pleased Himmler himself. 
And the provocations and aggres. 
sions against Cuba, the interven-
tions in Santo Domingo and othe~ 
parts of Latin America, are no. \ 
just rhetoric, as are Rockwell's'-; 
statements, but concrete facts 
that show methods and elements 
used by the Nazis. Hitler and 
Himmler must be rubbing their 
hands in glee. 
And so Rockwell has strutted 
J:iis hour. As he himself stated 
prophetically, Hitler's race ideas 
have great support in· the United 
States. However, for a policy 
based on these ideas to be car-
ried out, it was not necessary for. 
him to bold a government post; • 
the u_ S. Government is applying. 
it quite well sans Rockwell. 
All this has a moral: Rockwell 
died while moving backward, and 
for the sanie reason the ideology 
of the U.S. Government is 
doomed. The struggle of the peo-
ples is pushing forward, and will 
do away once and for all with 
~he savagery and abuse that ~r,~ 
the very essence of Yankee im-
perialism. 
Reprinted from Gamma 
Havana, Cuba-Sept. 3, 1967 
Address comments to Ithacan, 
c/o The Editorial Board 
. Bring in this Ad. - Get Your "STUDENT SPECIAL" Card 
GET 50¢ OFF ON FIRST BOX PURCHASED WELCOME - 1.C. STUDENTS 
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating places ••• 
where everybody· meets 
POOL YOUR ORDERS - $25 or more, KFC will pay for cab delivery. On orders 
of $15 • $24, KFC will pay half. 
V 
Warren's Atlantic Service 
"CERTIFIED LUBRICATION" 
State & Meadow Sts. Phone AR 2-9701 
I 
0 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State Street 
• 
Noted for quality and 
service since 1938 
' 
• I 
• 
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The World of Mentz Chemistry 
«und Physi<e$ 
ftrofso rP~@W 
SoftbaH 
W ardkins Glen 
P1rep~.1res JF 011 
G1randl P1rix 
by BIii Mentz 
',~ ,. , ', , ' 
'';', French Clulb 
Plans First 
Meeti·ng 
by William Adams 
The French Club of Ithaca 
College held it's first meeting 
'Wednesday, September 20th at 
7:00 p.m. 
This years officers are; Presi-
dent, Kent Dreaney; Tr.easurer, 
Mary Covert; and Secretary, Sue 
Yoder. 
A new advisor was chosen 
at this first meeting to replace 
Mr. Mayer who has left Ithaca 
College. 
Among activities planned for 
this year are a full length French 
film and various speakers un-
named at the present time. 
Any perspective member are 
invited to attend. 
WATKINS GLEN-Teammates 
Jack Brabham of Australia and 
Denis Hulme of New Zealand will 
resume their torrid battle for the 
Last Saturday a group of tough, 1967 world championship of driv-
determined chemistry and phy- ers at the Formula I Grand Prix 
sics professors and a few young of the United States at "The Glen" 
recruits (freshwomen) took on on Oct. 1. 
the formidable members of the 
Student Affiliate of the American With nine of the 11 world title 
Chemical Society (SAACS) in a races now records, Hulme holds 
softball game to the finish. a slim three point margin over 
Brabham, 43 to 40. All other driv-
From the opening ping of the ers have been mathematically 
pop top cans till the closing eliminated from gaining the title. 
groans of total exhauStion every- At the U.S. GP, next round in 
one knew this game would be dif- the title chase, Hulme could 
ferent. At the close <pf the firS t clinch the crown, regardless of 
inning we all ruled out a pitch- Brabham's finishing position, by 
er's battle since the score was taking the checkered flag which 
9-8 in favor of SAACS. As the 
awards nine points. Anything less 
game progressed each team bore than a Hulme victory would post. 
down. Old favorites, back from pone the 1967 championship de-
summer training, Dr. PaSternack cision until the Mexican Grand 
and Dr. Clement again handled 
the infield aptly while sneaking Prix, laSt race of the year, on 
. d Oct. 21. in another man, Dr. Smith, un er 
Brabham, 41, three time and 
reigning world championship, has 
scored 13 GP victories in 14 years 
of Formula 1 racing. In contrast, 
Hulme, 32, first ran the Grand 
Prix circuit only last year - as 
No. 2 team driver to Brabham. 
Although the New Zealander took 
a second and two thirds in 1966, 
he never won until this year. 
ability of both drivers, the cars' 
design and the Repco power 
plants. 
Despite the fact that only two 
contenders remain for the 1967 
title, competition for the Glen 
victory will remain as fierce as 
ever. A triumph will mean 
$80,000, twice the winner's share 
of any other Grand Prix this 
season. Together, the 20 drivers 
will share a record, guaranteed 
purse of $105,400 richest prize 
money in the history of road 
racing throughout the world. 
Along with Brabham and 
Hulme, three aces are conceded 
equal chances of victory at "The 
Glen." 
Foremost is Jim Clark of Scot-
land, winner of two world cham-
pionships, victor of two U. S. 
Grand Prix runs and first across 
the line in two early GP races 
this season. The Scot set the 
fastest practice laps handled in 
both the recent Canadian and 
Italian runs for several laps in 
his Ford-powered Lotus, fastest 
F-1 car on the circuit today. 
Dan Gurney of California, the 
only American entered in the 
Glen field, led the Sept. 10th 
Italian race in his AAR Eagle 
before a faulty oil pump forced 
him to retire. 
Packers and Chiefs Will 
the guise of a professor to in-
crease their double play threat. 
All of SAACS agreed Dr. Smith 
did his post-doctoral work with 
the Clearwater Bombers. Dr. 
"stickyfingers" Koch also dazzled 
everyone with his remarkable 
outfielding, infielding and domi-
nant style of base -charging. Also 
fresh from a 3 day stand with 
Chicago's White Sox was Dr. 
"Flash" Darrow, tearing around 
the outfield in his VW and cow-
boy hat. The afternoon's fun, en-
joyment and sun total was great-
ly increased by the appearance 
of Dr. Walker, Dr. Wilcox and 
two pretty, budding chemists, 
Joan and Pat. They added the 
stamina, youth and endurance 
Despite their wide divergence 
of Formula 1 experience, the 
pair have scored nearly identical 
1967 Grand Prix records in iden-
tical Repco-powered Brabhams, 
designed, constructed and owned 
by Brabham. 
Each has won two races; placed 
second three times, to each other 
on three different occasions; and 
finished fourth once. Hulme's 
four point, third place finish in 
the Dutch Grand Prix gives him 
the three point edge over Brab-
ham who scored a one point sixth 
ranking in the Grand Prix · of 
South Africa. 
John Surtees of England, fifth 
member of the favored quintet, 
will run the same victorious 
Honda which took the lead from 
Brabham on the last corner of the 
last lap of the Italian Prix, there-
by depriving Brabham from ty-
ing Hulme in current point stand-
ings. :; Battle in Super Bowl 
r NEW YORK, Aug. 17 - The 
i Green Bay Packers and the Kan-
, sas City Chiefs will battle it 01,t 
for the pro football champion-
ship in the Super Bowl for the 
second straight year, according 
to a pre-season poll of sports-
I writers published in the current 
\ issue of SPORT Magazine, and the 
~x~erts say the Packers will take 
.11..e special board of experts, 
,ti~;osed of a leading pro foot-
{!all reporter from each league 1 city, also picked the leaders in 
! the National Football League's 
i new four-division alignment, and 
: in the American Football 
League's traditional two-division 
set up, along with . individual 
player standouts in both leagues. 
The Dallas Cowboys, picked to 
lead the NFL's Capitol Division, 
, are expected to top the Century 
Division-favorite St. Louis Card-
inals for the Eastern Conference 
title, while the Central Division 
..,Fackers are picked to bet the 
· Baltimore Colts of the Coastal 
Division for the Western Con-
1 ference championship. 
! In the AFL, the Buffalo Bills 
and the Kansas City Chiefs are 
' 
' ;<" 
expected to repeat as Eastern 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
¢ 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
3 Shows - 10, 11 & 12 
¢ 
Sundays - Rock & Roll, 
Ronnie Dio & The Prophest 
and Western Division titlists, 
respectively, with the Chiefs 
finally emerging as league cham-
pions for the second straight 
year. 
Predicted Standings 
and Top Players: 
National Football League 
Eastern 
Capi.tol Div. 
Conference 
Century Div. 
Dallas 
Philadelphia 
Washington 
New Orleans 
St. Louis 
Cleveland 
Pittsburgh 
New York 
Western 
Coastal Div. 
Baltimore 
Confernnce 
Central Div. 
Green Bay 
Chicago 
Detroit 
Minnesota 
Los Angeles 
San Francisco 
Atlanta 
American 
Eastern Div. 
Buffalo 
New York 
Boston 
Houston 
Miami 
Football League 
Western Div. 
Kansas City 
Oakland (tie) 
San Diego (tie) 
Denver 
National Football Leiague 
Most Valuable Player 
Bart Starr, Green Bay 
PIRRO'S 
PIZZERIA 
Open Daily 
11 a.m. 'til 2 a.m. 
NEW LOCATION 
404 W. STATE ST. 
Phone AR 2-1950 
SPEEDY DELIVERY 
Passing Leader 
Bart Star, Green Bay 
Pass-Catching Leader 
Dave Parks, San Francisco 
Top Offensive Lineman 
Ralph Neely, Dallas (tie) 
Bob Brown, Philadelphia (tie) 
Top Defensive Lineman 
Bob Lilly, Dallas (tie) 
Willie Davis, Green Bay (tie) 
Top Defensive Back 
Larry Wilson, St. Louis 
Rookiel-Of-the-Y ear 
Clint Jones, l\linnesota 
American Football Le.igue 
Most Valuable Player 
Joe Namath, New York 
Passing Leader 
Joe Namath, New York (tie) 
Len Dawson, Kansas City (tie) 
John Hadl, San Diego (tie) 
Pass-Catching Leader 
Lance Alworth, San Diego 
Top Offensive Lineman 
Billy Shaw, Buffalo 
Top Defensive Lineman 
Buck Buchanan, Kansas City 
Top Defensive Back 
Ken McClaughan, Oakland 
Rookie-of-the-Year 
Floyd Little, Denver 
the faculty needed. 
The game was finally called in 
the 92nd inning due to exhaus-
tion with the score tied 35 all. 
We also got tired to tripping over 
Fred "snapshot" Lasky who was 
laying all over the field trying to 
get a good camera angle. A vic-
torious verdict was given to 
SAACS on the toss of a coin and 
everyone left for home, happy, 
tired and in eager search of the 
isopropyl (rubbing) alcohol. 
§yluau 1llills 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
See Frank Hammer for your jewelry 
needs during your stay in Ithaca. 
THE NUMBER ONE JEWELER IN THE NA-
TION - by Brand Names Foundation, 
Inc. 
Official Ithaca College Physical Therapy 
Rings and pins. 
ALTMAN & GRIEIEN 
144 E. State St. 
In Downtown Ithaca Frank Hammer 
Each has failed to score only 
twice in the first nine races, a 
record that testifies to the reli-
On the Glen's 2.2 mile circuit 
last fall, Brabham took the pole 
position, qualifying at 121.07 
miles per hour; Surtees set the 
race lap record of 118.5 m.p.h.; 
Clark averaged 114.9 m.p.h. for 
the victory. All three records are 
expected to fall October 1 as con-
structors continue to modify the 
three-litre, $50,000 Grand Prix 
cars for greater speeds. 
~ 
be ready for a 
Levi's "live-in" 
'Cause that's what you'll 
do in these Levi's Trim-Cut 
corduroys! They're the 
pants with the famous fit 
. . . you'll wear 'em to 
class, on campus, every-
where! Get yours now in 
narrow or wide wale cord-
uroy. Notural, dark loden, 
bronze or whiskey. 
5.98 
COEDS: our LADY LEWIS DE-
PARTMENT on the mezzanine 
has the classic apparel, the fa-
mous labels you look for! We in-
vite you to browse. 
ask about opening a 
Student Charge Account ! 
,; Ttte STOR!i POR eAEN AND aovo 
shop friday nites 'til $) 
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Challenge Exam Computer Strikes World Series Lehigh Line Up 
Buffalo, N. Y. (l.P.)-By elect-
ing Challenge Examinations, first 
introduced at the State Univer-
sity College at Buffalo in the 
spring of 1966, students may take 
finals prior to the end of their 
formal period of study. In this 
way they can either reduce 
semester work load hours or ful-
fill graduation requirements in 
advance of the usual pace. 
This form of independent stu-
dy program includes written, 
oral, performance and demon-
strative exercises. Any under-
graduate student who has better 
than a C average in the subject 
area he desires to challenge, and 
who is not on academic probation 
may challenge any prerequisite 
or required course. Students who 
desire to accelerate a program 
through a Challenge are required 
to prepare for the challenge at 
least one semester before en-
rolling in a particular course. 
Credit for successful student 
challenges may not exceed 32 
hours. No student may challenge 
a course more than once. 
For some courses, an additional 
examination requirement, such as 
observations or laboratory ex-
periments, must be met before 
a final grade will pe given. A 
failing grade will not appear on 
a student's transcript 
Sports, like almost everything 
else, has entered the age of the 
computer. A number of high 
school, college and professional 
teams have employed mechanical 
devices both in practice sessions 
and in actual contests. It was 
only a matter of time before 
someone would bring the idea to 
the broadcasting medium_ 
The 'someone' was WFIL, flag-
ship outlet of Triangle Stations 
in Philadelphia, which tested its 
practicality in 1965. Aided by 
the Franklin Institute Computing 
Center and phone calls from 
listeners, WFIL produced the 
first Dream World Series that 
fall. 
Sporting News, a bible of base-
baJl statistics, supplied the life-
time records of the chosen play-
ers which were fed into the com-
puter. Casual announcements of 
the first results brought a del-
uge of calls, and the WFIL air 
personalities were soon reporting 
frequent "news" bulletins. 
· The sixth and final game was 
carried as a prime-time special, 
fully sponsored, and re-broadcast 
two weeks later. Triangle decided 
to produce a new series for na-
tional airing in 1966. · 
That fall, with the five Triangle 
Stations and 83 others in the line-
up, the 1966 Dream World Series 
became a syndication entry which 
attracted as much newspaper 
coverage and partisan fever as 
Sportsman Frank Gifford 
has the right idea about leisure: 
a Jantzen sweater of smartly styled two-ply Shetland wool. 
This classic cardigan fills the bill 
from firesiding to golf and back again, 
Complete color chart. 
The Success cardigan, S-XL, 00.0Q 
~ 
$PORT!>Wl;:AR FOR SPOATSMi:N 
Jantzen· 
STATE AND TIOGA STS. 
The Leading Department Sto~e in 
The Finger Lakes Region 
$12.00 
the local experiment had the 
previous season. The National 
League won the series, four 
games to two, with Sandy Koufax 
gaining two victories. His final 
win, in the sixth game, was 
broadcast on the very same day 
that he won the real N. L. title 
for the Los Angeles Dodgers, on 
the last day of the actual 1966 
baseball season. Fans across the 
nation rubbed their eyes the 
next morning, as a hundred 
newspapers carried twin stories 
of Koufax victories with dif-
ferent scores. 
computer - that allows many 
more playing possibilities than ( Bethlehem, Pa. 18015, Home field: Taylor Stadium. Capacity 
were considered in the 1966 17,000. ' 
series. For the first time, live Coaching Staff: Fred Dunlap, Colgate '50, head coach (3rd, 
strategy will be added by two year) Home phone: 215 866-7657; San Sanders, Buffalo '60; I 
managers, Jimmy Dykes (AL) Jim McConlogt1e, Moravian '49; John Whitehead, East Strouds-
and Charlie Grimm (NL}. burg '50; Ed Hudak, Notre Dame '50 and Tom Gannon, Mor-
Jimmy Dykes is well remem- avian '61, assistants. 
The play-by-play re-construc-
tion of every baseball fan's 
secret wish, the meeting of two 
dream teams, has now become a 
late September fixture. Les 
Keiter, Triangle sports director, 
who has long been famous for 
his recreation of baseball games 
(remember those years when the 
Giants had moved west?), 
breathes incredible life into the 
statistics, which in 1967 have 
poured out of the IBM 1130. 
International Business Ma-
chine Corp. has provided this 
Data Processing System for the 
newest series, using a program-
or sets of instructions for the 
bered as third baseman for the · 
Philadelphia Athletics, winning 
three consecutive pennants in 
1929-30-31. He managed the Chi-
cago White Sox from 1934 to 
1946 and the Athletics from 1951 
to 1954. His other managerial 
stints included Baltimore, Detroit 
and Cleveland before his retire-
ment in 1959. 
Charlie Grimm, long a first 
baseman for the Chicago Cubs, 
became Cubs manager in 1944 for 
six seasons. Subsequently, he 
managed the Boston tand later 
Milwaukee) Braves, returning to 
the Cubs for the 1960 season. 
The success of the Dream 
Bowl Game, which debuts Jan-
uary 1, 1968. One the Triangle 
drawing board are computer con-
tests in boxing and other sports, 
and experiments are being con-
ducted in the computer playing of 
actual sports contests. 
STARTING TEAMS 
1967 DREAM WORLD- SERIES 
American League 
Lou Gehrig"' 
Charlie Gehringer* 
Joe Cronin 
George Kell 
Mickey Cochrane 
Ty Cobb• 
Joe DiMaggio• 
Babe Ruth'" 
Bob Feller 
Walter Johnson* 
Cy Young'" 
Lefty Grove* 
Lefty Gomez* 
Red Ruffing 
''Played in 1966 Series. 
First Base 
Second Base 
Shortstop 
Third Base 
Catcher 
Left Field 
Center Field 
Right Field 
Pitchers 
National League 
Bill Terry* 
Jackie Robinson 
Honus Wagner• 
Frankie Frisch 
Roy Campanella• 
Stan Musial* 
Willie Mays• 
Mel Ott• 
Sandy Koufax• 
Christy Mathewson• 
Carl Hubbell" 
Warren Spahn• 
Grover Alexander* 
, Dazzy Vance 
The top listed pitcher in each league received the largest number of 
votes and will therefore pitch the first game. If there is a seventh 
game, they will return as the starting pitchers. 
HONDAS 
FOR RENT 
By the Hour, Day or Week 
United Rent-Alls 
363 Elmira Road 
273-1807 
Student Agencies, Inc. 
409 College Ave. 
272-2100 
CODDINGTON CARRY-OUT 
124 Coddington Rd. 
WITHJN WALKING DISTANCE 
SANDWICHES COMPLETE DINNERS PIZZA 
FREE DELIVERY with $5.00 minimum 
HOURS OPEN 
4 - 12 - 7 days a week 
Ca II 272-1379 
Type of Offense: Mutliple T 
Co-Captains: Rich Miller Nickname: Engineers 
and Jon Rushatz Athletic Director: William B. 
Colors: Brown and White Leckonby · 
1966 Results 
28 Pennsylvania .. 38 
9 Drexel ............. 12 
14 Rutgers . . . . . . .. 42 
13 Gettysburg . . . . . . . 31 
0 Delaware . . . . ... 41 
15 Colgate . . . . . . 21 
27 Davidson .......... 34 
0 Bucknell . . . . . . . .... 45 
0 Lafayette . . ........ 16 
Won 0, Lost 9 
1967 Schedule 
Sept. 23-lthaca 
Sept. 30-at Pennsylvania 
Oct. 7-at Rutgers 
Oct. 14-at Bucknell 
Oct. 21-Gettysburg 
Oct. 28--at Furman 
Nov. 4-Col~te 
Nov. 11-at Delaware 
Nov. 18-Lafayette 
Leading Members of the 1967 Squad 
) 
Name Class Pos.AgeHT. WT. Hometown 
Baar, Bill So. DE 19 6:3 
•Balliet, Brian Sr. DT 20 6:2 
• Basch, Ralph Sr. LB 21 5: 10 
Baxter, Jim So. OB 19 5 :9 
Bean, John So. OT 19 6:0 
180 Levittown, Pa. 
230 Slating'ton, Pa. 
200 Cherry Hill, N.J. 
170 Pitman, N .J. ~ 
210 Springfield, Pa. 
•Bennicoff, Bob Jr. DE 19 6:2 
•Bradley, Bob Sr. OE 21 5:9 
•Bruno, Bob . . Jr. LB 20 6:2 
Cavagnaro, F. So. OB 20 5: 7 
Confer, Mike Jr. OE 20 6:0 
Cook, Barry So. DB 19 5: 10 
Ferketic, Jim So. C 18 6:1 
Fonte, Bob So. OG 19 5:10 
Fox, Brad Jr. OB 20 5:8 
•Georg_es, Greg Sr. DE 20. 6:0 
Hill, Jim Jr. OE 19 6:2 
Hochreiter, Joe Sr. DB 20 6:0 
Hoerig, Dan So. OE 19 6:2 
Holva, Mike So. LB 18 6:2 
Jennings, Reggie So. OT 19 6.:0 
•Kercher, Ed .. Sr. C 21 6:0 
Kirby ,Leigh So. OB 19 5: 10 
Koep ff, Paul So. DT 20 5: 11 
Kovatis, Ron So. OB 19 5 :9 
•Laubach, Rick Sr. OB 19 6: 1 
190 Emmatus, Pa. 
165 East Aurora, N.Y. 
195 South Bend,' Ind. 
165 Elizabeth, N.J. 
190 Hughesville, Pa. 
170 Wilmette, Ill. 
210 Davenport, Iowa 
190 Conshohocken, Pa. 
165 Bond Brook, N.J. 
210 Rockaway Pk-, N.Y. 
185 Somerset, N.J. 
180 Red Bank, N.J. 
185 Wayne, N.J. 
195 Bethlehem, Pa. 
230 Piscataway, N-J. 
190 Lebanon, P~. 
195 Bound Brook, N.J. 
225 Morris Plains, N.J. 
180 Upper Darby, Pa._ 
195 Pottsville, Pa. 
I 
'. 
... ' <I • 
'I 
Leckonby, Bob Sr. DB 20 5: 10. 
Leib, Mike So. OB 18 5: 10 
165 W. Sand Lake, N.Y. j 
170 Hazelton, Pa. 
185 Beaver, Pa. I Lieb, Charles So. LB 19 5: 11 
210 Port Carbon, Pa. j •Matalavage, Ron Jr. OE 19 6:2 
Mears, George So. LB 19 6:0 190 Fairfield, N.J. 
•Miller, John Jr. LB 20 5:11 195 New City, N.Y. 
•Miller, Rich Sr. OE 21 6: 1 190 Coaldale, Pa. 
Popyk, Pete So. LB 19 6: 1 215 Linden, N.J. 
170 Bogota, N.J. •Renfro, Art Sr. LB 21 5:9 ,./' 
Rank, Alan So. OB 19 6:0 205 Sacramento, Calif. 
185 Reading, Pa. •Ruchatz, Jon Sr. OB 21 6: 1 
•Rohrbach, Bob Sr. DE 20 5: 8 185 Allentown, Pa. 
•semko, B·in Sr. OB 21 6:2 220 Bethlehem, Pa. 
•Scott, Tom Jr. DG 20 5:11 170 Tamaqua, Pa. 
•Snyder, Ray Jr. OB 20 5: 10 180 Wescosville, Pa. 
Tomaino, Pete So. DT 18 6:2 195 Dunellen, N.J. 
Tottell, Tom So. DE 19 5:11 190 Morrisville, Pa. 
Wolford, Corey So. OG 19 6:2 
•zern, Greg Sr. OB 21 6:0 
210 Greene, N.Y. 
180 Palmerton, Pa. 
•Lettermen ( 18) 
Coaches con~. from page 14 
John L. Shisler 
John L. Shisler joined· the 
Ithaca staff as freshman football 
coach in 1965. Last spring he took 
over the job of frosh track men-
tor. 
Shisler graduated from Down-
ingtown, Pa. High School in 1950. 
He earn,ed letters in football and 
track an'd was elected to the all-
county football team. 
After serving :four years in the 
Navy, he attended West Chester 
State where be received the B.S. 
degree in physical education in 
1959. He played guard and tackle 
and coached the freshman line 
as a senior. 
Before coming here, Shisler 
was football and wrestling coach 
at Penns Valley High School, 
Spring Mills, Pa., and football 
coach at Selinsgrove, Pa. He re-
ceived the Master's degree from 
Penn State in 1964. 
.. • 
John F. Polo Jr. 
John F. Polo, Jr. is in bis 
fourth season as coach of the de-
fensive secondary. A graduate of 
Oneonta High School in 1953, be 
attended the University of Ore-
gor. where he was a member of 
"'II 
the varsity football and wrestling 
teams. In his senior year he was 
awarded the physical education 
honorary award as the outstand-
ing senior. 
While earning a Master's de-
gree at Montana State University, 
be was varsity wrestling coach in 
1964. 
The Bomber assistant also does 
an excellent job as freshman · 
wrestling coach. Last winter b. I 
frosh squad won seven arul ]osJ 
six. 
• $ • 
Robert Schaefer 
Robert Schaefer returns to his 
alma mater as the new athletic 
trainer. Born in Willoughby, 
Ohio, Schaefer graduated from 
Sheboygen, Wisconsin High School I 
in 1941. 
Bob served in the U.S. Army 
Medical Corps from 1943 to 1946 . 
He attended Morrisville Agri- · 
cultural an,d :ecbni~l ~chool and I 
graduated with a B.S. degree in 
physical therapy from Ithaca Col-
lege in 1952. J 
Since graduatcion, he has been 
working at Alice Hyde Memorial 
Hospital in Malone, N.Y. 
The World 
of Wheels 
By JACK GEDNEY 
"Unpurc stock: How to .... " The National Hot Rod 
Association, the nation's largest and oldest drag race sanction-
ing body, initiated the Pure Stock classes a year ago in an 
attempt to bring back many competitors to the sport. The need 
for these classes had arisen from the increased costs of success-
fully campaigning a stock car, and to alleviate this the N.H.R.A. 
institutci a class for showroom stock cars that be effectively 
driven 011 the street, and yet still stand a good chance at the 
local 1320 •or ¼ mile strip. In just one short year these classes 
have become immensely popular, yet at the same time immense-
Iv competitive. The Pure Stock cars must run standards sus-
pensions, tires, exhaust, camshafts, etc., but this has not stopped 
the ingenious backyard racer's of America from finding the 
L ways to be just one up on the other guy. The racer interested in 
r Pure Stock must, however, initially pay close attention to the 
factory order sheet to have a going Pure Stocker. The maximum 
rear axle ratio allowed is 4.11 to 1, and to be even with the 
competition a racer must have these gears. In addition the suc-
cessful Pure Stock cars must be equipped with wide oval tires, 
and extra heavy duty suspension. 
After the car has been optioned up this way, the racer has 
a car with -the potential of being a winner, but whether it is 
or not depends now upon some minor, but potent operations. 
If one is lucky enough to own a G.T.O., a Firebird, or a 
2 plus 2 Pontiac then all they need to do is write to: Ace 
Wilson's Royal Pontiac, Performance Division, 400 North Main 
I Street, Royal Oak, Michigan and send $65 for their famous 
rw,.Royal Bobcat Kit. This kit is a good example of the minor, 
]and from an inspector's eye, undetectable modifications that can 
be made in Pure Stock. The kit includes ( 1) super thin head 
gaskets (2) a reworked ignition advance setup ( 3) blocked 
heat riser manifold gaskets ( for a colder_ air charge) ( 4) rocker 
arm locknuts ( 5) special carb parts to allow faster response 
(6) a set of Champion UJ-10 Y plugs and complete instruc-
tions. The ada_ption of these minor modifications has an amazing 
effec:t upon the Pontiac V-8, and usually results in a ½ second 
cut m ·elapsed time, and a boost to terminal speed of 3-5 miles 
per hour, and this tends to be more than enough to provid" 
one trophy a week to its owner. 
Fo-rd anno-unces super-lite V-8's: The Ford Motor Com-
pany, if and when the U.A.W. ever allows it to resume work, 
_ will unvail its fourth generation of overhead valve V-8's. Ford, 
~ 1 ~vhich pioneered thin wall, light weight casting of iron parts 
~m 1960, has further extended this principle for 1968 to produce 
super-thin wall engines. Ford's new engines will weigh 575-650 
lbs. complete, and will be available in four different displace-
ments; 351,393,429, and a monstrous 462 cubic inches. They all 
feature tilt valves, unrestricted breathing, and a GM type ball 
and stud rocker arm arrangement. The performance potential of 
such light weight, short stroke, and free breathing engines 
should be nothing short of phenomenal. 
. Local, racing: The Oswego Speedway, of Oswego, N.Y. is 
havmg its annual "International Classic" race this coming 
Saturday night, and it might be well worth attending. The 
1 
Oswego Speedway is a modem, paved 5/8's mile track. which 
ca_n lay an honest claim to the title of "world's fastest 5/8's 
mile track." The cars, which have few limitations upon them, 
turn speeds aprpoaching 145 mph, and the action between 427 
;Fords and Chevies, and 428 Pontiacs and the like is furious. 
Oswego is 72 miles north of Ithaca, and is at least an hour and 
l~alf drive, but it is one well worth it for this 200 lap season 
fmale. Gates open at 12:00 noon for practice, admission is $3.00. 
Helpful hint: If ·you are worried about your brakes being 
w~t, or if you already know that they are, simply speed up 
slightly and then gradually apply our brakes while maintaininl!; 
our same speed. The combinati~n of attempting to speed up 
and slow down at the same time evaporates the water in the 
brake drums in a few seconds. 
Riding Club To 
Hold Horse Show 
Women's Teams 
Begin Season 
The women's intercollegiate 
The Ithaca College Riding Club field hockey and tennis teams 
will hold its second annual horse will have their first competition 
show on September 24, 1967, of the season Tuesday, September 
starting at 9 a.m. and continuing 26, 4:45 p.m. with teams from 
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Linkster s Open 
Fall Season 
Challenge Round 
By BEN REESE 
J. IJ'/i,, /,r,/r/.r the Jl'(ISOn r{'cord fnr th1· /,,,l'I .II /'(lr/lt"{}-run 
a,•cr(lr,c for (I lcftlwndcr in th,· A 111,·ri,(ln /,,·ague? 
ITHACA - Ithaca Colleg~'s Coach Herbert Broadwell has I '.\'one other than Jfabc Rurh. who had ;rn ER.\ of 1.75 
golf team opened its new fall six lettermen back from last! for 324 innllll!;S in 1916. 
season Tuesday afternoon, Sept. spring's strong team that had a 1 7 JI"/," /,(Id r./,{' /ngha /ijctim,· /,(ltting a,·crag,·. B(lbc R 11th 
19, at Mansfield, Pa., when it seven and two record. Heading I-· nr /,nu Gc/z.rigr 
took on the Mansfield State links- the list is Rich Wright, who has \lost people tend to pick Gehrig l,l'ca 11 ,e th,·:-- think of 
men. . . . been IC's number one player for Ruth as always swinl!;ing for the fence, but thl'y are worng. 
one of four_dual meets_wh1ch the peeted to do _well are Ron Bob- 3. What hume-run record does Lou Gehrig holdr 
The game with l\fansf'.eld 1s I the past two years. Others ex- The "Bambino" has the edge over Gehrig: .342 ro .3--1-0. 
Bombers will have this fall. In belt, Jay Sw~mbank, Tom San?- \\.'hen it came to hitting homer,; \\ 1 rh rhe ba~e~ loaded, 
the past the Bomber golfers have ler, Gary LeV.:':• and Harry Wasil- Gehrig had 110 peer. He belted 23 grand-~lammL·1; 111 h1~ career. 
confined themselves in the fall chak. In addition he has several I The closest to him are Jimmy Foxx and Ted \Vdliams 
to competing in the Eastern Col- men from last year's freshman I with 17 each. The Babe hit 16 during h1~ ;ta\' 111 the 
legiate Athletic Conference team who are competing for var- maJors. · 
Tournament and at the Brook-Lea sity positions. . I will try to answer any and all questions readers might 
Country Club meet in Rochester. The fall schedule melude Mans- have pertaining to sports. Please send all que,rion... to Ben 
The Bombers have split their field Stale away on Tuesday, Reese, Ithacan office, Dorm 12, rm. 103. 
season into two parts, with one Sept. 19; LeMoyne here, at the 
part played in the fall and the Newman Golf Course, on Tues-
other in the spring. This is due day, Sept. 27; Utica here on Mon- Words! Words~ W ordls! to the new calendar which cuts day. Oct. 2; the ECAC Touma-
down the time available for com- ment at Syracuse on Saturday, 
petition in the spring. Under the Oct. 7; and the Brooks-Lea Coun- 1. 
new calendar, students· return to try Clug Tournament, Friday, 
College on the Labor Day wePk- Oct. 13. A dual meet with Roches- 2. 
end, and end their second semt>s-
ter in mid-May. ter Institute of Technology has 
Another attempt at bettering our ,·ocabularic skills .... 
vitiate-a. to rule over or propel. b. ro ,\eaken_ c. to clean 
out or make better. 
anagogic-a. relating to the mathematical field. b. mystic. c. 
something without a logical solution. 
The Bombers and Mansfield are been arranged, but no date has 3 · discursive-a. talkinl!; in circles for the pleasure of fool-ing someone. b. explicitness. c. digressive. 
two and two. been set. 4. truncated-a. abruptly ended. b. the achievement of and 
agreeable peace. c. lacking expected elements. 
LehighOU niversity } 
tion and a School of Liberal Arts. 3 · 
Also affiliated with Lehigh is the 4. 
Lehigh Institute of Research or-
ganized in 1945 to promote "sci-
entific research and scholarly 
achievment in every division of 
learning represented in the or-
ganization of the University," 
• .. .. .. 
vitiate-b. to weaken or debase from Latin "vitium,'' fault. 
anagogic-b. mystic from Greek "anagoge"-rcfer. 
discursive-c. digressive, from Latin "disursus," to run about 
s. truncated--<:. lacking expected elements from Latin. 
"truncatus" to shorten. 
Spread over 180 acres looking 
down on Bethlehem Pennsylvania 
stands Lehigh University. On 
Saturday many of you we hope 
will be traveling to this school, 
so we are going to give you a 
little preview of what to expect. 
Founded in 1865 by the Honor-
able Asa Packer, noted philan-
thropist and industrialist, Lehigh 
was a pioneer in Engineering 
Education. From its early begin-
nings it has grown to a campus 
of 40 buildings and 3,000 stu-
dents. 
Although it is mainly an en-
ginnering school, Lehigh has a 
College of Business Administra-
NEVER TRUST 
A FLY 
DELICIOUS CAKES, 
COOKIES & PASTRIES 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
at the 
The Pastry Shop 
113 N. Aurora St. 
AR 2-7272 
The Derby 
Cocktail lounge 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a smooth band 
every Saturday night. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd. - 272-9715 
Its buildings, tree-covered walks 
and interested faculty provide an 
environment that stimulates work 
and study. The school describes 
itself as: "a university is many 
things. It is history and tradi· 
tions; faculty and courses of 
study; buildings and libraries 
and laboratories; students and 
athletics and activities." 
WICB To Broadcast football 
The WICB sports broadcasting 
department, under the direction 
of Don Berman, will broadcast 
color and play-by-play action of 
the entire Ithaca College foot-
ball schedule of 8 games, 4 home 
and 4 away. 
The opening game from Le-
high University in Bethleham, 
Pa. will be broadcast live at 1:20. 
Accompanying Don -to Bethle-
hem will be Tony Destafano, a 
senior from Bronxville, N. Y., a 
veteran announcer on the WICB 
sports staff. 
Don, a junior from Wilkes. 
barre, Pa. is in his second year 
as sports director. He anticipates 
a fine year for sports broadcast-
ing and commented, "we should 
double the number of_ sports 
events broadcast this year over 
last year. Things will be in high 
gear all the way!" 
XEROX® COPIESt 
Sc 
per page 
first copy 
3c 
per page 
2nd thru 10th copies 
2c 
per page 
11th copy and on 
IFAS1r Sell'voce Otril A~~ (Oirdlell's 
Keuka College. 
all day. President Dillingham will ,-..--------------. ~=========================::: 
donate a trophy, and will be 
honorary chairman of the show 
which will be held on campus. 
The show will include Western, 
English, pony, equitation, and 
~pame classes. 
f The President's trophy will be 
r 
k~pt by the school and a replica 
will be given ·to the high point 
horse of the show. There will also 
be trophies for all the equitation 
classes, and there will be cash 
prizes for all other classes with 
prizes b~ing awarded on a per-
centage basis of the entry fee. 
The Iliding Club is headed by 
Mrs. William Ware, advisor; the 
wife of the Ithaca College swim-
ming and Lacrosse coach, and its 
president John Dunbar-Cooper. 
The show is open to all who 
wish to participate. Spectators 
are welcome, admission is 25c 
~or students. 
For REAL Italian Food 
Spaghetti - Pizza 
Lasagna - Ravioli 
Victoria Restaurant 
109 N. Cayuga St. 
MOE'S 
IBarlberr Shop 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
118 N. Aurora St. 
272 8184 
IFRA TIERINJDIT JIEWEll..lRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Store 
'First Floor 
SPORTSWEAR-FAVORS-MUGS-TROPH BIES 
Phone 272-5001 
(rag, bond, vellum, legal size, etc.) 
gnomon ccopy 
§ER.VJICE 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Thurs.: 
9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Fri.-Sat.: 
9 a.m-6 p.m. 
313 !EDDY ST. 
Dthaca, N. Y. 
Phone 273 - 8686 
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BoJlllber Coaching 
Staff 
In March 1967, Philip (Jim) 
Butterfield became the head 
football coach at Ithaca College. 
He came from Colgate University 
where he had been line coach 
since 1960. 
Butterfield graduated from 
Westboro, Mass. High School in 
1945. He received the Bachelor 
of Science degree in physical 
education from the University of 
Maine in 1953, and the Master's 
degree in 1958. 
At the University of Maine, 
Butterfield played football for 
three years. In 1952 he was elect-
ed captain and was selected on 
the "All Maine" and "All Yankee 
conference" teams. 
The 39-year old coach took his 
first football assignment at Arms 
Academy, Shelburne Falls, Mass. 
where his teams won 11 and lost 
four. In 1956 Butterfield returned 
to his alma mater as line coach, 
a position he held until going to 
Colgate. At the University of 
Maine be was also freshman base-
ball and basketball coach. Butter-
field was freshman tel)llis coach 
at Colgate in 1964 and frosh base-
ball mentor in 1966. 
Butterfield is married to the 
former Lois Day, and has a son 
Terence and two daughters, 
Kristen and Gail. 
In addition to his football 
duties, Butterfield will teach 
physical education at the College. 
Alan Estey 
Alan (Al) Estey is in bis sixth 
year of working with the Bomber 
eleven. He is in charge of co-
ordinating the defense. 
A graduate of Fitchburg, Mass. 
High School and Cushing Aca-
demy, Ashburnham, Mass., be 
was selected on the All-Worcester 
County team. He also performed 
in basketball and track. 
The 33-year old coach gradu-
ated from Springfield College in 
1959 where he played football 
and was named on the All-West-
ern Massachusetts team. 
Upon leaving Springfield, Estey 
coached junior varsity football at 
Belleville, N.J. for two seasons. 
In 1961 he was assistant football 
and track coach at Upsala Col-
lege. Estey received his ,Master's 
degree from Rutgers in 1962. 
At Ithaca, Estey also coaches 
the varsity tennis squad. He was 
freshman wrestling coach from 
1962-1964. 
Please turn to page 10 
Cheerleaders Announced 
left to Right: Bottom: Sue Auster, Louise Reiber, Judy Diamond 
(Co-captain), Sue Dale (C0:-captain), Patti Heydt, Barb Gersten, 
Pam Weaver, Jeanne Palac. 
Dale with Juniors Sue Auster and 
Patti Heydt returniµg from last 
year's squad. 
~ , "~ , •:, • • ' v• ',,: ' ....,_-:: 
,;,~, .?~:_\ /\ :(,~~:·.\1~{?: " 
Coach Philip "Jim" Butterfield. 
W AA Party Held 
On Tuesday night, the Women's hockey manager. Open gymnas-
Athletic Association sponsored tics is held every Thursday night 
its annual "Get Aquainted Par- from 7:00 to 9:00. Miss Marranca 
ty". The officers: Charlotte and upperclassmen are always 
Brahm, president; Puff Cramer, willing to give pointers. Tuesday 
vice-president; Sara Werner, see- nights at the pool are open swim 
retary; Deborah Riley, treasurer, nights and on Thursday there is 
were introduced to the hundred synchronized swimming. Fran 
co-eds and faculty members who Evans, open swimming Manager, 
attended. Activities offered by personally recommended Monday 
W AA for the oncoming year and Wednesday nights' co-recrea-
we;re described. tional swimming for those inter-
Cookie Brahm invited all non- ested in socializing while prac-
majors as well as majors to take ticing their strokes. W AA also 
part in W AA events. Debbie offers co-recreational volleyball 
Savage, program coordinator, on Monday and Thursday after-
spoke of the schedule for the noons. This is informal play for 
hockey · and tennis clubs. The everyone. Look for the games 
hockey team will play Brockport, near the dorm tennis courts. 
Cortland, Wells, Cornell, and li there is any sport that you 
Keuka while the tennis club will are interested in not already on 
have games with Wells, Cornell, the program, Puff Cramer recom-
Keuka, and others. Debbie de- mended that you inform your 
scribed club participation as be- W AA dorm representative of 
·ing for the more skilled individ- your choice. 
ual but if you are interested in After the W AA program was 
improving skills or just having outlined, entertainment was pro-
a good time, join intramurals. vided ending in a group sing led 
Five new cheerleaders are fea-
tured in the 1967 Ithaca College 
Varsity Cheerleading squad. The 
new members are Sophomores 
Louise Reiber, Pam Weaver, 
Barbara Wietzman, Sue Beatty, 
and Jean Palac, who is an alter-
nate along with Bar.hara Werner. 
Completing the squad are Co-
captains Judy Diamond and Sue 
Field hockey intramurals are by Jackie Goss. It was an in-
Mrs. Peggy Anderson of the held every Wednesday from 4:00 formative as well as a fun eve-
physical education department is to 5:30. Plans are for an inter- ning (including the elephant 
the faculty advisor. The squad re- class round-robin Tournament, so jokes). Thanks are given to the 
hearses three times a week and support your class team. Just ·social chairman, Bobbie Gold-
will cheer at all home football come down to the field or get in stein and Miss Kelsey, the advisor 
and basketball· games. I touch with Annette West, field for W AA. 
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SPORTS 
Sports Desk 
By PAM DAVIS 
After 2 weeks of classes we should all be back in the 
"groove." With our first football game in sight I should like to 
propose 2 changes or additions to the IC sports scene. Your 
opinions whether they be dissension or approval will be listened 
to and appreciated. Both of these brainstorms are suggestions 
which I feel could be beneficial to South Hill sports but they 
can only get off this column with your excitement and contri-
butions. 
From where did the Bombers come? What is a Bomber? 
These questions have puzzeled me for sometime. When I was a 
we\! tot growing up, Trojans, Wolverines, and Indians paraded 
across my father's televison every Saturday afternoon. They 
struck fear into the hearts of the opposing team. The fierceness 
of the tigers and the spirit of the fighting Irish was something 
to stand in awe of. During these days of my youth I gazed 
into the future and say myself as a Blue Devil or as a Crusader 
but alas and alack I'm neither of these. What I am is a World 
War II airplane. 
In the days of the 1940's 'and early 50's the Bombers 
represented speed, strength and power as do the Yellow Jackets, 
Spartans and Crimson Tide, but no more. \Vith the advances 
in science have come the innovations of newer and faster ways of{ 
flying._ The Bomber is outdated. · 
The usual Saturday ritual at half time includes the intro-
duction and tom-foolery of the school mascot. \Vhether it be a 
live animal or a student in costume it is greeted with cheers 
and applause. This is something we lack. 
Our school symbol just as Michigan State's, Duke's, and 
Georgia Tech's should por:_tray a fighting spirit that works 
its way amongst. the student body. Through the meaning of 
an appropriate character a tradition develops and the school can 
build its spirit around this idea. 
School symbols should evoke spontaneous excitement. At 
half time the Yale bulldog, the Syracuse Orangeman and the 
Cornell Bear is greeted by thunderous applause and ear-
splitting cheers. 
The image of a school symbol should remain unchanged , 
from era to era as all the above have done. Once the Bombers' 
epitomized strength and pow.er no longer do they serve this 
purpose. Now is as good a time as any to make the change. 
We are on the crest of a new football season our new mascot 
can carry over through the basketball season to the first crack 
of the bat in spring and continue until the final strings of the 
Alma Mater are played at the last graduation ...... . 
The other area to which I have given thought is an 
Athlete of the year award. As of right now IC has no such award 
to be given to the one outstanding player of the year. There 
are awards for individual sports but this would bar the athlete 
who plays in more than one. 
The motivating force behind this would be to develop an 
award to bring honor to the one athlete we as students have 
chosen ..... . 
Ramblin' ... Steve Hyman as senior in P.E. is the hill's 
football captain for 1%7 ... Lehigh lost 9 games last year 
against O wins ... Don't sell them short they played the likes 
of J;>ennsylvania (28-38), Rutgers (14-42), Delaware (0-40), 
and Bucknell 0-45) .... WICB is the station for IC football. 
Saturday listen to the Ithacan exploits direct from Bethlehem 
Penn throuJ?;h the voice of Don Berman, ... broadcast time is 
1 :20 .... All this fall's J?;ames will be brought to you in living 
color over WICB. 
This Week in Sports 
Sept. 23-Varsity Football at Lehigh, Bethlehem, Pa. 1 :30 p.m. 
Sept. 27;-Varsity Golf-Lemoyne at Ithaca 1 :00 p.m. 
Sept. 27-Varsity Cross Country. - Cortland at Ithaca 4:00 p.m 
Sept. 27-Freshman Soccer - Cornell at Ithaca 4:00p.m. 
Sept. 27-Varsity Soccer at Alfred, N.Y. 3 :30 p.m. 
Sept. 26-Fie~d Hockey-Keuka at Ithaca 4:45 p.m. 
Sept. 26 to the 28th-Field Hockey and Tennis with Keuka 
FOOTBALL 
IC vs. LEHIGH U. 
ILIVE from Bethlehem, Pa. 
SATURDAY AT 1:20 P.M. 
with 
Don 
Berman 
WICB 
ancl Tony DeStefano 
600 AM 91.7 FM 
